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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Market liberalisation of legal services is being accompanied by key changes in professional regulation, notably outcome focused regulation, prioritised through risk-assessment and invoking stronger elements of relationship management. These suggest changes in the nature of professionalism. For some at least, market liberalisation in particular threatens to weaken professional ethics.

Because of the transitions underway in the legal services market, there is a need to better understand the ethics of legal service providers. This report examines ways of doing that. Regulators (and businesses) in other fields and jurisdictions have begun to recognise the limitations of command and control regulation and as a result, an interest in tools which seek to deepen understandings of ethics has grown.

Systematic understanding of ethics in the legal services market is remarkably thin. Debate about ethics is often based on anecdote and argument and where it is evidenced at all it usually derives from data on complaints and regulatory enforcement. These are limited sources, subject to limited analysis. Some more detailed specific analyses have been undertaken relevant to particular market sectors (wills) or themes (referral fees).

This document reviews how empirical research can be used to track ethics across a legal services market consisting of a range of different markets and provider types, both professional and non-professional.

We set out tools that can enable regulators and legal service providers to:

- better understand ethical risk;
- better target regulation; and,
- better support ethical environments and cultures within legal service providers.

These tools are about informing regulatory and professional practice not policing providers or regulators. Ethics is complex and best understood as multi-dimensional and interactive phenomenon. To understand behaviour involves understanding the precursors of behaviour. Our model emphasises three dimensions (the “3Cs”):

- **character** (individuals and professional dispositions to regard something as ethical or unethical);
- **context** (incentives, infrastructure and culture); and
- **capacities** (how we recognise and reason on decisions).
It is important to emphasise that behaviour and the 3Cs interact. So our tendency to see something as ethical or unethical is determined by our own character; the context within which we work and our capacities (what we know and how we reason about ethical issues). An individual’s behaviour can influence her own and her colleagues’ context. In developing indicators to track ethics within the legal services market all four should be examined.

The report discusses available approaches to looking at the 3Cs and behaviour and makes recommendations as to how to approach sampling and develop tools appropriate to the legal services market. The model is illustrated in Figure 1.

**FIGURE 1: AN INTERACTIVE MODEL OF PROFESSIONAL ETHICS**

We set out proposals for integrating these four dimensions into a programme of work.

This would begin with a feasibility study which would:

- develop survey instruments for reporting perceived ethicality of behaviour in the respondents’ field; examining their perception of ethical priorities and the relevance of context (infrastructure, incentives and culture) to the perceived ethicality;
• develop vignettes for general application across legal fields that enable the examination of recognition and resolution of ethical problems;
• test the appropriateness of web-based surveys in this context; and,
• relate the data to available information on complaints and other risk indicators where available (say from regulators and COLPs).

There is the potential to develop interactive tools for collecting data via electronic means which can serve both as research tools and CPD/self-development tools for practitioners as well as being useful for educators; firms when recruiting and managing staff (including to senior positions); and for sophisticated clients when selecting legal services providers.

Once the tools have been robustly designed and tested, there is the potential for regulators to significantly increase their insight into the ethical challenges facing legal practitioners.
1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the background to the research and its aims. It explains the case for regulators taking ethical monitoring more seriously and reviews approaches in other jurisdictions and analogous sectors.

The Legal Services Board commissioned this research to begin development of tools to assist in monitoring the core ethical obligations of legal service providers. This paper informs key stakeholders of our initial analysis. It seeks to:

- identify and analyse the key issues posed by such a project;
- identify and analyse potential ways forward;
- facilitate a debate with key stakeholders to subject these ideas to initial scrutiny as part of the development of these tools; and,
- assist the LSB in deciding whether and how to advance ethical benchmarking of legal services with a view to data collection taking place.

Ethics is a complex, and contested, phenomenon. “Measuring” it will provoke controversy. It is important to acknowledge both the controversy and the complexity of the subject.

We discuss different approaches to understanding ethics in the early sections of this report but in broad terms we define ethical issues as arising when the public interest in the administration of justice, the client’s interest and the provider’s interests (in profit or survival) are in tension. Ethical problems arise where there is a significant risk that the need to balance conflicts between these interests has not been properly calibrated. Our definition is wider than compliance with professional rules. We discuss why below, but one reason is that the legal services market covers a range of providers, some with different rules, some without rules at all. It is focused on ethics rather than the service and quality issues which are the focus of Inadequate Professional Services regulation, for instance.¹

Our approach is to develop tools that inform rather than judge professional practice. There are a series of practical and intellectual reasons which militate against developing tools which ‘judge’ the ethicality of a provider, which we discuss below. We aim to develop indicators which can be used to track ethical pressures and concerns within the system.

¹ Quality problems would often, but not always, be ethical problems.
Empirical understandings of ethics show that it is possible to develop such indicators. The literature is vast, although on legal services it is more modest.\textsuperscript{2} It suggests the importance of understanding behaviour but also the precursors of that behaviour. Ethical decision making is best understood as an interactional process which is also multidimensional. It is affected by three elements: \textbf{character} (our own and our profession's values or dispositions); our \textbf{context} (incentives, infrastructure and culture); and our \textbf{capacities} (how we recognise and reason on decisions). Behaviour and the 3Cs interact. These interactions and the complexity of ethics suggest a need to look at a balance of all four elements in developing indicators to track ethics within the legal services market.

The report is structured as follows:

- In the remainder of this introduction we consider why it is important for regulators to take a harder look at ethics. As part of this we review existing approaches across a range of different sectors and countries.

- Chapter 2 discusses conceptual issues, in particular what we mean by ethics and how that relates to an understanding of compliance (Chapter 2).

- Empirical approaches to assessing the ethicality of behaviour are then discussed (Chapter 3). We set out an interactional, multidimensional model of precursors to ethical action. A set of example instruments from key approaches are set out in the appendices (page 112 onwards).

- Chapter 4 draws together the implications from this analysis and indentifies potential methods applicable to legal services.

- Chapter 5 contains an overview of our main thinking and is recommended for those who do not wish to read the entire report (p. 88 onwards). We make recommendations as to the development and testing of instruments though a feasibility study.

\textsuperscript{2}See APPENDIX E, Bibliography.
OVERALL AIMS OF THE PROJECT

In commissioning this project, the LSB’s stated aim was:

“to develop tools which will assist legal services regulators in monitoring the core ethical obligations of legal service providers. The ultimate aim is to develop tools that can be applied across the legal services market.”

It is worth emphasising some consequences that flow from this for our analysis of likely approaches:

- Use of the tools sends a signal that ethics is important.

- The tools are not being developed to monitor individuals or organisations. They are tracking and insight tools to assist the regulators in understanding ethical challenges posed by changing market and regulatory dynamics. The tools would not be used to provide judgments on the ethicality of a particular organisation or individual.

- They can inform educational and regulatory approaches as well as encouraging practitioner dialogue and improvement on ethical practice. Some tools may help firms/organisations and even individuals improve their practice. We can envisage some tools being developed to aid organisations in self-assessing ethical risk.

- The tools would inform judgments about whether market liberalisation does or does not degrade ethicality and whether such degradation is associated with particular practices or sectors of the market.

To further those aims, this report:

- sets out the range of issues ethical benchmarking might cover;

- sets out the range of potential methods currently available;

- explains why a multi-dimensional approach is necessary;

- sets out our model of the different dimensions of ethical behaviour that might be measured (character, capacity, context);

- recommends a dashboard of tools to do so and approaches to evolving and testing those tools; and,
o provides a basis for discussions with stakeholders including a proposed methodology for proceeding further.

**WHY IS A REGULATORY INTEREST IN ETHICS IMPORTANT?**

A defining feature of a profession is that its members behave in an ethical manner, properly balancing the public interest, the client’s interest and its own interests. Law and justice constitute vital public goods. Legal practitioners must honour their custodianship of those goods by facilitating access to services which are both competently and ethically provided.3

A persistent concern raised by the ongoing liberalisation of legal services is that competition may have a detrimental impact on ethical standards within the legal services market. Too fierce an economic orientation can have a poor effect on ethical standards, although evidence on the point is complex and far from unequivocal.4 Equally, economic incentives are a fact of life. Regulators cannot simply turn off economic incentives, but they can understand and account for them in regulatory approaches.

For understandable reasons, the strategy of the LSB and the Legal Services Consumer Panel in their early years has been to focus on encouraging competition and a stronger consumer-service orientation in legal services. Arguably, developments in the market place are also heightening a ‘consumer service’ orientation. There has been much less of a focus on ethical responsibilities more broadly conceived. Egregious conduct aside, clients are not always well placed to judge either the technical quality of the work they purchase or its ethicality.5

---

3 (The Legal Services Act 2007 emphasises regulatory objectives and key professional principles (s.1(3)) relevant to the promotion of ethical standards in legal services.)


Equally, consumer interests may sometimes conflict with public interests (a client who wishes to make a fraudulent claim, for example). There is the potential for new providers to enter the market with ‘different’ ethical attitudes: these new approaches may rejuvenate or be in tension with the needs of the justice system. If, market dynamics threaten a race to the bottom, regulators may need to act. If no race to the bottom is evidenced, greater confidence is engendered in the legal services market.

Alongside market liberalisation, a shift towards Outcomes-Focused Regulation seeks to move professional ethics away from historical notions of rule-based compliance. It aims to be more proportionate but also more meaningful. In theory, a principled approach encourages professionals to take greater responsibility for, and apply greater discretion to, ethical problems through the application of overarching principles (in addition to rules/outcomes and indicative behaviours). Should such an approach succeed professional ethics shifts from a concern with compliance with ‘the rules’ towards ‘doing the right thing’ by clients and the public interest.

Institutional frameworks are also important to the implementation of Outcomes-Focused Regulation. The SRA now employs a more relational approach to regulating firms and aims for a stronger institutionalising of ethics within firms through the appointment of Compliance Officers for Legal Practice (COLPs). COLPs may improve the flow of information to the SRA about compliance and ethics concerns but they also have the potential to mediate or even distort that information flow.

The success of outcome-focused regulation is yet to be evaluated. A further element of the picture is that regulators are developing a more risk-based approach to regulatory strategy. Deepening understandings of ethical risk are, and should be, a part of that strategy. The SRA, for example, has begun to develop approaches such as risk management database and its benchmarking study; and regulators have used traditional avenues such as complaints and complaints monitoring and market intelligence to act as signals of ethical problems.

---


7 See also the BSBs plans in consultation paper n. 6.


10 SRA Benchmarking Study, cited n 5.
Whilst evidence supports the importance of regulatory attention (monitoring, enforcement and sanctioning) in reducing ethical risk,\textsuperscript{11} it is impossible for regulators to rely on 'bad cop' regulatory strategies alone. Motivation can be an important element driving good practice within the professions: moral conscience and reputational concerns appear to be important drivers encouraging legal services to be delivered within the spirit of the law as well as the letter of the law.\textsuperscript{12} It is not just rules that foster the ethicality of legal service providers. There is also, currently, no means of comparing ethical attitudes, approaches, behaviours or pressures across the legal services market.

CURRENT APPROACHES TO ASSESSING ETHICS BY REGULATORY BODIES AND RELEVANT ORGANISATIONS

In the course of our research, we reviewed the approach of a wide range of professional regulators domestically and internationally: \textsuperscript{13} across the United Kingdom,\textsuperscript{14} Ireland,\textsuperscript{15} the United States,\textsuperscript{16} Canada,\textsuperscript{17} Australia\textsuperscript{18} and New Zealand.\textsuperscript{19} We sought out relevant literature from these organisations' websites and where possible, meetings and telephone discussions were also arranged.

In large measure, those we engaged through this process tended to emphasise the following approaches to understanding ethics amongst their memberships as standard:

- (a) complaints monitoring;\textsuperscript{20}

\textsuperscript{11} See for example, Carlo Patetta Rotta, \textit{A Short Guide to Ethical Risk} (Gower, 2010).
\textsuperscript{12} Tenbrunsel and others 'Misrepresentation and Expectations of Misrepresentation in an Ethical Dilemma: The Role of Incentives and Temptation' (1998) 41(3) Academy of Management Journal 330; SRA study cited n 5.
\textsuperscript{13} National Association of Bar Counsel: \url{http://www.nobc.org/}
\textsuperscript{14} General Medical Council, British Medical Association, Law Society of England and Wales, British Psychological Society, the Institute of Engineering and Technology, the Chartered Insurance Institute, the Chartered Institute for Securities and Investment, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors and Chartered Institute for Management Accountants.
\textsuperscript{15} Law Society of Ireland; Bar Council of Ireland.
\textsuperscript{16} We spoke to a wide array of state bars as well as the American Bar Association, American Medical Association and the American Psychological Association.
\textsuperscript{17} Canadian Bar Association.
\textsuperscript{18} Legal Services Commission (Queensland); Office of the Legal Services Commission (New South Wales); Legal Services Commission (Victoria); Legal Services Board (Victoria); Law Institute of Victoria and the Victorian Bar; Queensland Law Society and Bar Association; Law Society and the Bar Association of New South Wales.
\textsuperscript{19} New Zealand Bar Association and Law Society.
\textsuperscript{20} See for example, complaints used to determine levels of good practice in 'The State of Medical Education and Practice' (General Medical Council Report, 2011).
(b) publicising the outcomes of lawyer discipline;
(c) reliance on a pre-qualification ethics curriculum with varying levels of assessment;  
(d) unassessed post-qualification ethics CPD requirements;
(e) operation of ethics helplines (where these existed, they offered some informal oversight of ethical concerns being generated within practice);  
(f) review of financial accounts (to manage financial probity); and,
(g) public consultations on specific issues.

Model ethics opinions are generally given greater prominence outside the United Kingdom, with the National Association of Bar Counsel (covering USA, Canada and Australia) and the ABA Standing Committee on Ethics and Professional Responsibility publishing ethics opinions.  

Overall, the emerging picture was that regulators relied on regulating ethics through training and complaints monitoring. Very few regulatory bodies took monitoring further than that. The kinds of assessment methods being considered by this research had not received much proactive attention, although several regulators expressed an interest in how they could use empirical methods in the future. Conversely, there are indications that some regulators in other jurisdictions and consonant fields are beginning to adopt a broader approach to ethics.

AUSTRALIA

In the context of legal professions, Australia proved a somewhat exceptional case. Here regulatory bodies have been more active in applying various methods to testing ethics. The Queensland Legal Services Commission provides access to a series of ethics checks on its website which can be used anonymously to assess supervision practices; workplace culture; complaints management systems and billing practices. It also has a link to interactive ethical case studies.


21 Law Society in Ireland referred to their closed book exam and ethics assignment.
22 The Law Society of Ireland.
23 http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/publications/ethics_opinions/aba_formal_ethics_opinions_index_by_issue_dates.html accessed 10th May 2012
as well as collaborative surveys on topical issues. The Queensland Legal Services Commission has invited academic input to help analyse the data yielded by its website 'tools' and to begin an understanding of their efficacy.

Queensland Law Society also offers various web-based tools including a 'lawyers' compass' (an ethical deliberative questionnaire which is intended to be used as a decision aid for working through the various dimensions of an ethical problem and arriving at a solution) and an ethics self-audit with a questionnaire for self-assessment. In New South Wales, the Office of the Legal Services Commissioner's website contains a checklist of “ten areas to be addressed to demonstrate compliance with ‘appropriate management systems’ (which relates to a specific requirement of Incorporated Legal Practices) and a self-assessment questionnaire designed to assist firms in rating their own compliance and identify necessary improvements. Here too, there has been academic involvement in evaluating the efficacy of self-assessment in reducing complaints.

UNITED KINGDOM

In the United Kingdom legal profession, the approach is largely along conventional lines although the Solicitors Regulatory Authority has

25 Developed in conjunction with the Centre for Biological Information Technology at The University of Queensland and the Law School at Queensland University of Technology, http://scenarios.sblinteractive.org/law/intro/pbl_legal.html accessed 1st August 2012
undertaken some initial work on benchmarking attitudes to regulation which is discussed elsewhere in this report.\(^{33}\)

In the medical profession, there has not been much focus on research-based assessment of ethics in practice. The General Medical Council (UK) has an interactive section of its website called ‘Good Medical Practice in Action’, presented as a series of ‘waiting rooms’ which users can enter to practise dealing with ethical issues.\(^{34}\) This is currently being used for educational rather than assessment purposes but it has potential to offer a framework for self-assessment.

The shift towards interactive or ‘real-life’ ethics case studies is also reflected in the Institution of Engineering and Technology’s use of interactive case studies available to its members on its website.\(^{35}\) Similarly, the Chartered Insurance Institute, told us their focus was being increasingly drawn towards more practical help for members which equated to ‘bring this to life’ case studies, workshops, lectures, online debates and practical CPD ethics workshops. In 2008, the CII commissioned an independent report on its approach to ethics which focused on suggesting improvements to education and training, communication and enforcement.\(^{36}\)

The Chartered Institute for Securities and Investments have developed an ‘IntegrityMatters’ Test\(^{37}\) which has evolved from an industry magazine initiative to an online tool and works by asking members to assess case studies which have been developed to encourage participants to employ their ethical reasoning skills in situations where there is not an obvious regulatory answer. It is a test which adapts to the answers given. Although not used to inform risk assessment, this is an example of how ethical monitoring tools can have a role to play in the pre-qualification stage since accreditation depends on a convincing performance on the test. The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors uses vignettes and online guidance to encourage its members to stay informed about ethical issues.\(^{38}\)

\(^{33}\) See pp. 78.


\(^{35}\) [http://www.theiet.org/membership/career/ethics/values/honesty/case-study/index.cfm](http://www.theiet.org/membership/career/ethics/values/honesty/case-study/index.cfm) (access members only)


\(^{38}\) [www.rics.org/ethics](http://www.rics.org/ethics) accessed 19 May 2012
The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, jointly with the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants have recently undertaken a survey titled *Managing Responsible Business: A Global Study of Business Ethics*.\(^3^9\) The survey’s content is discussed elsewhere.\(^4^0\) Beyond the survey, various ‘tools’ are made available on the resources section of the CGMA’s website including checklists and vignettes which are recommended for monitoring ethics via improved governance and risk assessment.\(^4^1\) The CIMA’s approach to ethics monitoring includes a website animation designed to highlight the five principles on which the CIMA code of ethics is based,\(^4^2\) an ethics checklist\(^4^3\) and various ethical-content ‘webcasts’.\(^4^4\) Further, ethical vignettes are contained in its guidance document, ‘Ethical Dilemmas: What Would You Do?’\(^4^5\)

The Financial Reporting Council does not appear to benchmark ethical performance within accounting or actuarial firms. The continuing focus of the FRC on ethics has been on revising the Ethical Standards promulgated by the Audit Practices Board.

In the context of retail financial services, the Financial Services Authority has adopted a process-based approach to regulation through its Treating Customers Fairly initiative (TCF).\(^4^6\) TCF involves the specification of targeted outcomes which are required in order for firms to treat customers fairly. The approach is designed to achieve the regulatory outcomes through cultural change within financial services firms.\(^4^7\) Accordingly, in order to assess compliance with TCF, the FSA incorporates an assessment of culture when carrying out firm

---

\(^{3^9}\) [http://www.cgma.org/Resources/Reports/Pages/ManagingResponsibleBusiness.aspx](http://www.cgma.org/Resources/Reports/Pages/ManagingResponsibleBusiness.aspx); see coverage in the Times, Monday 21 May 2012.

\(^{4^0}\) See ‘Context’ section of this report, pp 52-73.


A central part of this assessment is focused on controls and procedures and specific evidence of managerial involvement and leadership in these controls and procedures. It appears as a result that cultural assessments are less assessments of culture and more assessments of the pre-requisites to positive culture formation. However, the FSA also observe that as part of their assessments they spend ‘time talking to middle management and frontline staff...to see if their behaviours and actions are appropriate and consistent with the values expressed by senior management and whether these would lead to fair consumer outcomes’.49

Where TCF failings are identified subject firms may be subject to enforcement action. It is noteworthy in this regard that firms’ attempts to effectively implement TCF controls and procedures will be taken into account by the FSA in determining whether to bring, and the nature of, enforcement action.50

TCF is an interesting development especially given the well-known failing in the financial services industry in both retail and ‘wholesale’ sectors. As far as we are aware TCF has not been subjected to a testing evaluation.

---

UNITED STATES

In the United States, the approach follows the established pattern. The ABA Center for CLE encourages ethics awareness through webinars and teleconferencing. The ABA Center for Professional Responsibility operates ETHICSearch51 a helpline which also provides support to the ABA Standing Committee on Professional Responsibility.

The ABA stressed its continuous process of monitoring ethical culture on a project-driven basis. Examples include the Ethics 2000 Commission; the ABA Ethics 20/20 Commission and the ABA Commission on Multidisciplinary Practice. The ABA Center for

---

50 Cited n 47 (2007)
51 http://www.americanbar.org/groups/professional_responsibility/resources.html. The ABA tell us that ETHICSearch is staffed by one full time and two part time lawyers and responds within 24 hours to two to three hundred calls per month.
Professional Responsibility publishes the Survey on Lawyer Discipline (SOLD) annually, and surveys dating back to 1998.52

----------------------

**CANADA**

The Canadian Bar Association Ethics and Professional Responsibility Committee provides online professional development and podcasts on issues such as conflicts of interest53 including a conflicts of interest toolkit.54

----------------------

**NEW ZEALAND**

In New Zealand, when a solicitor reaches partnership level they are assessed through the ‘Stepping Up’ course which includes an interview with the candidate where he or she is required to answer questions on the rules of contact and client care.55 Lawyers with responsibility for trust accounts are evaluated by specially designated trust account inspectors and ethical breaches which come to light in this way are brought to the attention of the lawyers and possibly then referred to a standards committee.

----------------------

**SUMMARY**

This review of other professions and jurisdictions, suggests that the dominant approach of professional regulators is reliance on prequalification training and testing, supplemented by some in-practice requirements or opportunities for ethical development by way of CPD. This is accompanied by modest levels of monitoring of

54 http://www.cba.org/CBA/groups/conflicts/toolkit2.aspx accessed 1st August 2012
complaints and helpline data. Some more innovative approaches have begun to develop in Australia and in the other service sectors.
CONCEPTUAL ISSUES: WHAT DO WE MEAN BY ETHICS?

Measuring ethical risk means understanding what we mean by ethics. In this chapter we discuss our approach to the key conceptual questions that underpin an empirical understanding of ethics which is consonant with the aims of the project.

There are many definitions and approaches to ethics. They all involve some analysis of ‘good’ or ‘justice’ in relation to a decision or behaviour but this simply begs the question: by what standard is ‘good’ or ‘justice’ to be measured? In broad terms, ethics involves balancing the public interest in the administration of justice, against the client’s interest and the provider’s interests. Ethical problems arise where there is a need to balance conflicts between these interests. Broadly, where there is conflict, it can be argued that the public interest in the administration of justice is stronger than the client interest, which in turn is stronger than the provider interest.

In understanding how these conflicts are or ought to be resolved, there are a number of competing and overlapping frameworks for deciding what the standard is:

- have key rules or duties been adhered to (akin to either deontological or compliance approaches)?
- are the consequences of actions ethical (usually seen as a utilitarian approach);
- does character, experience and thoughtful reflection on experience suggest the approach is ethical (broadly, the virtue ethics approach)?
- is a decision sufficiently informed by one’s relationships with all interested parties (the relational approach)? and,
- a combination of all or some of the above in the light of a particular ethical problem’s context (the contextual approach).

Conflicts between clients can arise which we see as fitting with a tension between provider and clients’ interests.

There are legitimate debates to be had over the balance between client interest and public interest; with zealous advocacy models prioritising client interest more strongly but all models emphasise some situations where public interest trumps client interest. Equally, some duties in professional codes may prioritise professional self-interest over client interest (such as the duty not to bring the profession into disrepute; or freedom to decline instructions on conscience). See n 169 for literature on emphases of various professional role ethical models.
None of these frameworks fully dominates either theoretical or empirical approaches to understanding ethics. Arguably, all are reflected in parts of the regulatory framework governing legal ethics.\(^5\) They indicate the complexity of ethics and of the limits of a single approach.

Empirical approaches to evaluating ethics draw on ideas contained within each of these approaches. Philosophically grounded empirical approaches have tended to frame ‘being ethical’ as having sophistication in ethical reasoning. Organisationally focused approaches have tended to emphasise ‘good processes’ for ethical decision-making. Psychological approaches have emphasised the characteristics of individuals and their biases as a way of understanding or predicting ethical behaviour. Behavioural and socio-legal approaches have tended to emphasise the interactions between an individual’s character, context (social and economic environments) and capacities (their knowledge of rules and their reasoning)\(^5\).

Most methods rely on measuring proxies or precursors for ethicality rather than ethical behaviour. Certain types of unethical behaviour are concealed and difficult to observe directly. The professions typically measure knowledge of ethical rules as an entry requirement for qualification. Knowledge of ethical rules may be a necessary precursor to being ethical,\(^6\) but it is not sufficient in itself. That I know what it means to be ethical does not mean I am ethical. Motivation to be ethical is derived from one’s own values and intuitions,\(^6\) and from the social, economic and cultural contexts within which one works. Values, context and knowledge interact with each other to shape our understandings of what is problematic and how to ‘solve’ that problem.

---

5. Rules and duties are a key part of the professional codes. Consequences are more explicitly a part of Outcome Focused Regulation (particularly the obligation to have regard to the public interest and the rule of law) but are also an element of rule formulation when regulators seek to predict the outcomes of rule changes. Experience and reflection often plays a part in rule creation (through consultation with experienced practitioners) and through some processes of adjudication of complaints. Relational concerns may be addressed in rule formulation (where regulators engage with consumers and other stakeholders), in the rules themselves or in dispute resolution processes (mediation and adjudication). Outcome focused regulation appears to give more space for practitioners to reflect on and justify ethical approaches to business in the context of their own clients and practice. It may involve a step towards more contextual in its approach.


The ability to reason ethically has been demonstrated as being linked to behaving ethically, but it is obviously possible to reason ethically but behave unethically. Indeed, there is evidence that much ethical decision-making is intuitive rather than rational. Rational application of ethical principles (or professional rules) can be a key part of the process of ethical decision making, but it is not the only part and it may not be the dominant part.

Most methods, especially quantitative indicators of ethicality, rely on proxies that look at character, context or capacity and do not directly assess behaviour. Studies have demonstrated plausible links between these proxies and behaviour, but usually in the context of experimental, class-based studies.


63 See Kahneman, Thinking, Fast and Slow (Allen Lane, 2011) generally and also Haidt, cited n 61.

64 From the socio-legal approach, see Palermo and Evans, 'Relationships Between Personal Values and Reported Behaviour on Ethical Values for Law Students' (2007) 25 Behavioural Science and the Law 121: This study used ethical dilemmas to evaluate law students' ethical values, demonstrating which values were predictive of reported behavioural choices. Palermo and Evans, 'Almost There: Empirical Insights into Clinical Method and Ethics Courses in Climbing the Hill Towards Lawyers' Professionalism' (2008) 17 Griffith Law Review 252 suggests a link between increased awareness of values and better behaviour.

We discuss how and when collecting data on the ethicality of actual behaviour may be advisable or possible below. Such data, too, has its limitations. To give one example, complaints data might be considered a useful component in any benchmarking mechanism but what is recognised as an ethical complaint depends on an ordinary complaint passing through a number of filters. How often do clients identify an ethical issue as a problem? How do firms deal with ethical complaints before they get to regulators? When regulators deal with complaints how do they identify them as ethical matters?

There is a second problem with seeking to measure ethicality empirically. This argument takes two forms. One is the argument that ethics is essentially a philosophical endeavour: reason not facts determine what is accepted as ethical.65

Empirical techniques vary in their attempt to cross the ‘normative’ gap between evidencing when something might be unethical and the reasoning necessary to decide definitively that which is unethical. Formally only the professions’ regulators determine whether something is actually unethical or not. They decide the rules and the application of those rules (although outcome focused regulation shifts some of the discretion back to individuals and their firms). Research cannot decide whether something is ethical or not, it can only present evidence that is more or less persuasive that something should be thought of as unethical.

Where evidence on ethicality is available, it is almost always capable of different normative interpretations: once data collection has stopped, facts still have to be applied to standards of one sort or another. Relatedly, answers to ethical problems are often controversial or contested. There may not be a right or wrong answer. We often rely on decisions well taken as a proxy for them having been right: did the decision maker collect the right information; apply it to the right tests and do so in a procedurally just manner?

Getting the evidence necessary to make a more persuasive normative judgment drives researchers towards narrowing the focus of their enquiry. They focus on particular types of law,66 and/or particular
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65 See, Holm, Ethical Problems in Clinical Practice: The Ethical Reasoning of Health Care Professionals (Manchester University Press: Manchester. 1997) for a discussion.

types of ethical problem and/or particular types of provider, thus contextualising their judgment in a narrower section of the messiness of the ‘real world’.

Three particular implications flow from this analysis:

1. Available methods, when applied across the whole legal services market, are not likely to provide definitive indications of the ethicality or otherwise of an individual, organisation or sector within that market. Indicators can signal risks or potential pressure points in the system but need to be interpreted against a range of information available to regulators.

2. Unless methods are very detailed (and resource intensive) and specifically targeted at narrowly defined ethical issues, evidence collected under most methods needs to be seen as an indicator of ethicality or ethical risk, rather than a definitive statement.

3. There needs to be a range of methods applied for a meaningful understanding of ethical tensions within the system which reflects the recognised importance of context, capacity and character as dimensions influencing the ethicality of behaviour.

---


COULD A NARROWER APPROACH FOCUSING ON COMPLIANCE BE MORE APPROPRIATE?

It might be argued that theorising ethics, and professional ethics, has tended to focus too much on unusual ethical dilemmas where there is no ‘true’ answer and that a benchmarking of ethics should focus more on mundane ethical problems where compliance could be measured more objectively. Focusing on these problems might also be regarded as more legitimately the concern of regulators, and the oversight regulator in particular. Also, perhaps, it may be more important to focus on prevalent issues than it is to focus on less common, but more serious problems.

There are a number of counterarguments to this view. It has been argued that viewing ethics simply as practical problems which can be solved denies the practice of law its complex character. More pragmatically, concentrating only on compliance issues may not necessarily make it significantly easier to yield right or wrong answers. Routine problems may be contestable in ethical terms. As an example, historically, conflict of interest rules were repeatedly breached in larger law firms (at least on one researcher’s assessment). Breach investigations were rare, resisted or difficult to prove. There is also the potential for unusual or ‘new’ problems to become apparent quickly and damagingly for the reputation of the profession.

Sometimes this is associated with large numbers of cases but limited numbers of providers (miners’ compensation and the ACS law case come to mind, as do the stamp duty avoidance schemes currently the subject of SRA concern).

Furthermore, to focus on what is easily provable may also present a skewed picture of actual behaviour and the most potent risks. The SRAs monitoring of compliance which accompanied its benchmarking study tended to concentrate only on non-compliances which were revealed by file inspection. Unsurprisingly, such inspections tended to reveal higher levels of breach around client information requirements. This would be as expected: files have to include client care letters

69 See, Markovits, A Modern Legal Ethics: Adversary Advocacy In a Democratic Age (Princeton University Press, 2008)
70 Economides, cited n 59, pg 47 is here paraphrasing Castles, 'Challenges to the Academy: Reflections on the Teaching of Legal Ethics in Australia' (2001) 12 Legal Education Review 82.
71 Griffiths-Baker, cited n 67.
73 SRA Benchmarking Study, cited n 5.
and/or advice notes satisfying particular rules (or outcomes) and where those letters either do not exist or are non-compliant then breaches are easier to observe. Other non-compliances are likely to have been more difficult to pick up.

Even if these arguments are not accepted, looking solely or mainly at compliance also involves the assessment of actual behaviour against specific standards with sufficiently focused data collection to enable definitive application of standards to any given set of facts. This need to study in-depth to measure compliance is complicated further by the applicable rules not being consistent across the legal services sector. So whilst an advantage of the compliance approach may be it potentially comes closest to evaluating whether (some) actual behaviours breach ethical rules, it is particularly resource intensive, especially when projected across the entirety of the legal services market. A range of issues would have to be selected for examination in depth across a range of providers in a range of markets with an emphasis on context specific research methods.

Designing a compliance-based approach which looked across legal service sectors would oblige the channelling of different standards in each profession and provider with consequent detail and complexity. Then, either the different standards are treated as equivalent or the analysis encompasses an informed assessment of those standards. Any such assessment implies an analysis against some overarching standard which is not specific to the standards within the particular provider. The question then comes full circle: what is the standard that that the standards are being assessed against?

Attempts to remedy this tautology might well lead to a principles-based approach similar to the broad principles contained in the Legal Services Act 2007 and some of the professional codes of conduct. It might also seek to balance empirically the views of different stakeholders in the system: e.g. clients, professions, adjudicators, and funders. The key point, though, is that in seeking to encompass a wide range of providers and legal service markets an empirical approach necessarily moves away from a specific, compliance type approach towards asking questions about ethicality and behaviour against generic principles applicable to legal services or it involves a detailed assessment of selected behaviours in relation to narrowly-defined areas of ethical concern.

Given the impracticality of seeking to apply a compliance type approach across the legal services market, and the current emphasis of regulators on principle-based approaches, it appears that a predominately compliance type approach is less appropriate to this project. By comparing benchmark data with compliance data, though,
regulators could better understand the gaps between ethical practice and compliant practice.

Nevertheless, compliance type approaches might well be appropriate at a front line regulator level, or as a means of exploring areas of particular ethical concern and dissonances of approach between regulators whenever particular risks are apparent or when regulation in an area is being reformed. Similarly, should any ethical benchmark build in data from existing mechanisms (such as complaints and risk assessment) compliance issues are likely to form part of the ethical benchmarking process.

Having considered the background to this project and our approach to defining ethics we now discuss how empirical data can be collected on ethical decision making by legal service providers.
ASSESSING ETHICALITY

Collecting meaningful data on ethical behaviour across the entire legal services market is extremely difficult. One difficulty is the incentive on the part of research subjects to conceal or minimise behaviour that the researcher sees. Typically studies of ethics which have looked most closely at behaviour have relied on a combination of observation of lawyers in practice; interviews; file review and/or outcome measures. They have usually relied on triangulation between a range of these methods and the critical acumen of the researchers to subject practitioner views to an analysis of whether lawyers behave ethically.

**Observation** relies on researchers embedding themselves in research contexts for sufficient periods to enable the research subjects to become less wary of the presence of the observer and begin to approximate their normal behaviour. Observations are also usually context specific and depend on the quality of researcher’s judgment and data recording capacities in generating data which is useful and capable of meaningful analysis. Whilst embedding can overcome the circumspection of research subjects, researchers have still tended to triangulate their findings with file reviews and interviews.

**Interview** approaches indicate what a practitioner says they do rather than what they do; although done carefully and especially when done alongside other methods the approach is still revealing. Conscious and deliberate breaching of ethical principles or rules is more likely to be concealed with this method than with observation, but it is much less costly. Response biases are not all deliberate: an interviewee is likely to overestimate their own ethicality (the ‘halo effect’). Nevertheless
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74 Carlin (1966), cited n 68, pp 41-42.
77 McConville, cited n 66; Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (ILA) Ethics Reporting: A Review of FTSE 100 Annual Reports, 2011 (UK) examined the number of companies reporting on their own ethics and integrity performance in their annual reports with low numbers reporting on employees training or understanding of the code; Weber and others, ‘Why Do Employees Steal? Assessing Differences in Ethical and Unethical Employee Behaviour using Ethical Work Climates’ (2003) 42(3) Business and Society 359.

they can reveal important insights into ethical behaviour both because they can reveal descriptive information which helps build up a picture of ethical practice\textsuperscript{79} and because interviews can also reveal ethical problems where the interviewee does not appreciate or accept the problematic nature of their own (self-described) behaviour.\textsuperscript{80} Such differences of view may indicate when practice norms are different from official norms: indicating either that the official norms are wrong or that there are particular ethical risks.\textsuperscript{81} The SRA has recently used an interview-based approach to assess general attitudes to regulation (see below).\textsuperscript{82} Good interviewing can also reveal the rationalisations and justifications that interviewees use to convince themselves that they are doing the right thing. Handled sensitively, it can be helpful in seeing how respondents might be deceiving themselves and susceptible to unethical behaviours.

Survey approaches\textsuperscript{83} are less commonly used, being thought more prone to biases including both the halo effect and self-selection. The most famous are the Chicago Lawyer’s studies which asked respondents to evaluate legal specialisms on a number of factors
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79 Shapiro, cited n 67.
80 Griffiths-Baker, cited n 67; Moorhead and Cumming, cited n 67.
81 Griffiths-Baker’s work on conflicts of interest being a case in point, cited n 67. After her research the conflicts of interest rules were significantly modified partly in response to concerns amongst City firms about the inflexibilities in the old rules.
82 SRA Benchmarking study, cited n 5.
83 Used for example by Griffiths-Baker, cited n 67. Questionnaires may be perceived as more irritating than interviews – Argyris, ‘Some Unintended Consequences of Rigorous Research’ (1968) 70 Psychological Bulletin 185, cited in Mercer and others, ‘The Practice of Ethical Precepts: Dissecting Decision Making by Lawyers’ (January 1996) 9(1) Canadian Journal of Law and Jurisprudence 141, pp 144 as the reason interviews were used over questionnaires in a study of ethics in the Canadian legal profession.
including ethical conduct. The study has tended to suggest a relationship between perceived ethicality and the economic status of particular work-types as well as the social status of the client groups served. Being only an indication of ethical reputation it is similarly controversial. A further study, based on the views of Michigan graduates about their own specialisms revealed a different set of rankings.

Whilst these rankings are interesting evidence of perceptions, their reliability is untested. Professional informants may have a better grasp of the ethical dimensions and pressures in particular areas of work, particularly where it is their own field that they are discussing, but as the SRA benchmark study shows, they also suggest limited ability to identify professional non-compliance by their opponents and peers in other firms.

Reputational concerns might be particularly strong where legal service providers split into serving one side or the other of a case. In the personal injury field claimant and defendant practitioners have visibly low levels of faith in each other and one might expect that to show up in any reputational indicator of ethicality. Whether this mistrust is well founded or the product of cognitive biases associated with routinely advocating one side or the other is a matter for debate. Conversely, shifts over time in ethical reputation might indicate important trends and the data is relatively easy to collect. Furthermore, a belief that the ‘other side’ is getting away with unethical practice may encourage tit-for-tat declines in standards.

Simply asking about knowledge of ethical misconduct can reveal some level of misconduct. Satterwhite found 58% of medical students reported observing unethical conduct by a practitioner at least once during medical school; 16% had been directed to do or say something unethical themselves; and 13% admitted having resorted to unethical conduct motivated by fear of receiving poor evaluations. 12% had acted unethically to ‘fit in with the team’. Examples included being asked to pretend to a patient they were a qualified doctor and being asked to forge resident signatures on prescriptions.

Problems with retrospective recall; and under/over reporting (either because students did not always know what was unethical or because
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86 SRA Benchmarking Study, cited n 5.
87 Satterwhite and others, ‘Medical Students’ Perception of Unethical Conduct at One Medical School’ (May 1998) 73(5) Academic Medicine 529.
they concealed events where they felt they were culpable) are a factor to bear in mind but such a study illustrates that simply asking about unethical behaviour, particularly where the respondent can distance themselves from it, does reveal unethical conduct. There is some literature on scientific misconduct where this approach has been used successfully to develop surveys and improve self-reflection.  

File review has been applied to reality-check observation and interview data and has been used for some time as a means of peer reviewing quality. We understand that the Legal Services Commission’s peer review programme managed by Professor Avrom Sherr has revealed some potential ethical breaches by practitioners, especially around funding issues. There is similar work in Scotland.

Another approach is to ask stakeholders about the ethics of lawyers. ‘360 evaluation’ can be employed to assess character over a period of time and might be more effective at identifying “deficiencies in professionalism” which would only be revealed by repeated application of other methods, if at all. The 360 method involves collecting information on an individual (or a group) from those who have had sustained contact with them such as peers, judges and clients, so it potentially has some of the advantages of observation. The advantage is that the range of evidence sources might be “flexible enough to capture opportunistic evidence as it arises”. The value of such feedback depends on the knowledge of participants in the process. Clients, judges and other firms do not always, arguably usually, have the information necessary to form judgments on an
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89 McConville, cited n 66; Griffiths-Baker cited n 67.
90 Moorhead and others, ‘Contesting Professionalism: Legal Aid and Non-Lawyers in England and Wales’ (2003) 37(4) Law and Society Review 765; Avrom Sherr’s ongoing work at IALS.
91 Quantitative data on the extent of such potential breaches has not been collated. The LSC’s need to target resources has meant the sampling approach of peer review is risk-based and so concentrates on firms where the LSC believes there may be greater potential concern. We have discussed the possibility of interviewing/surveying peer reviewers to ascertain their experiences. Another approach would be to review old peer review records. Given the targeted nature of the sample, and its confinement to legal aid work we doubt the efficacy of taking this further.
93 Economides, cited n 59.
94 Economides, cited n 59, (Postgraduate Medical Education and Training Board, 2004).
individual's ethicality. Candidates with stronger interpersonal and networking skills or those more power over their networks are likely to benefit from better reviews. A subtler approach would be to ask what they think the ethical values of the lawyers they have come into contact with should be and contrast that with the espoused values of the lawyers themselves.

**Model clients** (or mystery shoppers, where a researcher pretends to be a client and seeks advice from a lawyer) have been used to monitor quality and service observation in legal aid initially and latterly in the wills writing research. They have the potential to override research subjects' self-censoring of unethical behaviour inherent in observation and interviews. Such research has revealed some ethical concerns (e.g. the IFF research on wills raises the possibility of inappropriate cross-selling). The ability to control fact scenarios enables comparisons to be made across a number of providers. Model clients can also yield rich data, but are sometimes criticised for their artificiality since they insert a simulation into reality. There are certain elements of ethical obligation which might well be explored by model clients (such as disinterested costs advice or conflicts of interest).

Model clients are necessarily confined to episodic elements of service (usually the initial telephone calls or interview) to limit the invasiveness of the technique. Similarly, for pragmatic and ethical reasons, including the possible co-opting of third parties and opponents, they are usually employed only in the early stages of a case. Furthermore the approach is context specific (scenarios have to be developed for particular areas of law and this involves considerable time and expense).

Standardised patients or objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs) are an established method in medical education and assessment and have been used to evaluate the application of
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In law, simulation-based critical incident tests are used on some vocational level courses and accreditation schemes. Campbell et al, 2007 considered such direct observation to be the best means for eliciting evidence of behaviour.

COLLECTING DATA ON BEHAVIOUR OTHER THAN THROUGH RESEARCH INTERVENTIONS

It is important also to consider other available sources of data which might be used to help build up a picture of ethical behaviour across the legal services market.

Some elements of legal work are routinely observable. Open court advocacy work is one example where judges are to be used in the Quality Assurance Scheme for Advocates (QASA) to evaluate the quality of advocates. It is likely that such observation will sometimes yield information on ethical breaches; although judges may often be unaware of concealed breaches. They may also be reluctant to phrase concerns about advocacy practice in ethical terms where they are not aware of the whole picture (because they do not know the client’s instructions for instance). We do not rehearse here the controversies surrounding QASA. The QASA criteria identify ethical/conduct concerns but only in general terms. The extent to which QASA data will be collated and reviewable is not yet known; neither is the volume of data that may be produced. The way in which appearances are selected for assessment may militate against the robustness of this as an indicator of ethical concerns during criminal advocacy but it is worth continuing to bear in mind as the scheme develops.

Police station work is another area in which there are observation opportunities (if regulatory hurdles could be overcome it might be theoretically possible to listen to large numbers of police station tapes
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100 Also suggested as viable for ethics by Wong and Cheung, 'Ethics Assessment in Medical Students' (2003) 25(1) Medical Teacher 5. See also Campbell and others, 'How Can We Know that Ethics Education Produces Ethical Doctors' (2007) 29 Medical Teacher 431. Cited in Economides, cited n 59.
102 See also Eekelaar, cited n 66, pp 31.
104 The Criminal Advocacy Evaluation Form allows judges to grade an advocate as not competent against the criterion “was professional at all times and sensitive to equality and diversity principles”.
and deduce some ethical issues from those). The incentive to conceal poor ethical decisions and the fact that most of the crucial work and ethical decisions will be taken outside of the interview room militate against this being a useful approach.

Regulators may also collect data. The SRA collects data on the complaints that it deals with and the helpline calls it receives. Tracking the level and nature of help requests and complaints over time may provide some indications of ethical pressure (at least in so far as they manifest in complaints or pleas for help). The level of information available on these currently is fairly modest but Table 1, shows the breakdown of helpline calls for most of 2011 (in October the SRA shifted its approach to reflect the new Handbook and Code of Conduct).

Table 1: Helpline Calls data: 2011 to October 2011 (more than 2% of calls)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Helpline call coded as</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality and disclosure</td>
<td>2807</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellaneous</td>
<td>1951</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retainer (inc termination)</td>
<td>1401</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounts Rules</td>
<td>1347</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict of interests</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practising certificates</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publicity</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call wrongly directed</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements of practice</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core duties</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house practice</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clients documents</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incorporated practice</td>
<td>569</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting up in practice</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries from accountants</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The utility of this kind of data is limited by potential inconsistencies in the way recorders code the information. Coding is not a key task of helpline advisors and the data is not put to significant use. It is interesting to note that the data is not apparently produced or collated on kinds of firm giving rise to concerns, for instance, or broad categories of work. Coding categories also overlap. An issue for consideration is whether such data collection could be redesigned and
more closely aligned with risk management functions within the SRA and data coming from the Legal Ombudsman.

The Legal Ombudsman (LeO) is now the main port of call for consumer complaints about legal services and has the advantage of straddling a range of regulated providers of legal services. There is potential for LeO to provide additional insights into the level of ethical concern in lay-consumer expressions about quality of service. Some data has been made available on complaints made about solicitors through the cooperation of LeO and the SRA. For this reason, we concentrate on complaints about solicitors here.

Only about 1.5% of the complaints that LeO investigates are referred to the SRA for investigation.105 There is no break down into types of conduct complaint. Similarly, complaints dealt with by LeO without referring to the SRA, a more significant proportion (about 7% on our analysis of data supplied by LeO) contained some element of misconduct concern. Again the nature of the actual or potential misconduct is not coded.

The low level of information collected on the referrals is of some concern. One would expect the nature of complaints being referred through to be of greater interest to the Ombudsman and the frontline regulators, particularly as both Ombudsman and Frontline regulator may regard misconduct complaints as generally at the more serious end of the spectrum of complaints.

We saw no Legal Ombudsman data that enabled us to understand what types of conduct complaints were referred. Such information would provide useful evidence of misconduct trends within complaints and allow the front line regulators to understand how and when LeO refers. Further, it would assist LeO in understanding how those referrals are dealt with (by linking up referrals with outcomes). There was however the potential to do some analysis by case types (although the coding of case types employed overlaps). So for example, we conducted some preliminary analysis of the percentage of complaints accepted by LeO which are coded as containing some element of (potential) misconduct, in the following case types:
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105 No data is currently available for the Bar Standards Board.
TABLE 2: PROPORTION OF ACCEPTED LEGAL OMBUDSMAN COMPLAINTS CODED AS CONTAINING SOME MISCONDUCT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>10%</th>
<th>363</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probate</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>1,026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conveyancing</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>1,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1,228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrimonial</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Injury</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Perhaps as interesting as the proportion of complaints with potential misconduct is the number of complaints accepted in each area, although to be really meaningful one would need the volumes of work conducted in each area to understand which areas of work were giving rise to most complaints.

We understand that the proportion of complaints being referred through to the SRA has dropped since complaints handling transferred to LeO. Our understanding also is that the drop in conduct referrals may exceed the more general drop in levels of complaints made about solicitors once LeO took over. The extent to which complaints are recognised as conduct issues is dictated by training and guidance from the front line regulators and some checking of complaints handling to see that misconduct issues are being properly picked up. In any event, LeO sees itself as primarily investigating poor service.

As noted already, complaints are limited indicators of ethical concerns.\textsuperscript{106} They require clients to identify elements of complaint consistent with misconduct, for firms not to have resolved those complaints during their complaints process, or for clients to have not given up,\textsuperscript{107} and then for regulators to pick up the misconduct.


elements. Furthermore, the role of the Legal Ombudsman operates only in relation to the regulated sector and is concentrated on individual clients (with some exceptions) and those individuals who have had the benefit of the service (like beneficiaries of wills).

Research suggests that client complaints are often prevented by early complaints-avoidance management strategies. Even when the client does realise he has a claim, internal complaints mechanisms may “exhaust” clients and enable firms to manage out ethical complaints before they come to the regulator’s attention. Other lawyers (and judges) often may not have the requisite information to know when competitors or opponents breach rules. Clients may not have the necessary motivation to complain when ethical breaches favour them but damage the public interest (or the duty to the court). The complaints that regulators see also miss the success stories: where firms deal with complaints well. Finally, complaints may go through mechanisms other than the regulator (e.g. through civil claims or the termination of retainers).

**OUTCOMES**

Some studies have sought to use outcome data as indicating ethical issues. One particular area is quite sophisticated analysis of how personal injury cases are dealt with in terms of cost and settlement which could be used to explore the ethicality of particular fee arrangements. Other studies use outcomes as one part of their analysis alongside more conventional approaches. Outcome type approaches can be applied more broadly than to case results. The IFF work on will writing, for instance, shows differential patterns in terms
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of the appointment of executors which may raise ethical concerns.\textsuperscript{117} There is not however significant volumes of existing outcome data that could form a basis for benchmarking ethics across the legal services sector.

Having considered ways of monitoring the ethicality of behaviour we now consider approaches which look at precursors to ethical decision making.
EMPIRICAL DIMENSIONS - PRECURSORS FOR BEHAVIOUR

Having considered some of the difficulties in looking directly at behaviour, we now look at a broader literature which suggests that expected behaviour can be inferred by looking at the character, capacities and contexts of decision makers. These approaches rely on theories of ethical action which suggests that ethicality requires ethical motivation (the desire or incentive to act ethically) and ethical capacity (the knowledge, skills and resources to be able to decide to act ethically).

It is important to emphasise that motivation and capacity can and do interact. If I know something is regarded as unethical by my peers or my professional body, I may be less likely to do that unethical act. That will depend partly on my motivations. How strongly do economic incentives push me in a particular direction? How strongly does my character or environment encourage me to be ethical? How capable am I of reasoning ethically? Do I want to apply my knowledge and reasoning skills to avoid being found out as being unethical, to “creatively comply”\(^{118}\) or to do the right thing?

These interaction effects are significant because they emphasise the importance of understanding a range of elements if one is to predict likely behaviour. Interactions also create some unsettling, even counter-intuitive effects (e.g. having a process which appears fair to determine an ethical dilemma may sometimes encourage unethical behaviour; the fairness of the process enables the decision-makers to ignore, excuse or fail to appreciate an unethical outcome).\(^{119}\) Nor is it always the case that action will be the product of conscious reflection on knowledge, as capacity implies.\(^{120}\)

THE 3CS MODEL OF PRECURSORS TO ETHICAL ACTION

There are various models for understanding ethical action. A well-known one is the 'know, can, do' pyramid especially popular in the educational literature. This suggests a linear relationship between knowledge, capacity and decision making and is founded on a number of assumptions which look increasingly suspect. Our preferred model emphasises the interactions between the individual, their environment and their decision-making. The model manages but emphasises the
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\(^{118}\) To borrow a concept from McBarnet, see for example, 'It's Not What You Do but the Way That You Do It: Tax Evasion, Tax Avoidance and the Boundaries of Deviance', in Downes (ed), *Unravelling Criminal Justice* (MacMillan: 1992), pp 247-268.
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complexities underlying ethical decisions. This involves emphasising three predictors of ethical decision making, which we call, for convenience, the 3Cs:

- individual characteristics of the decision maker (for convenience we label this ‘character’. It refers to psychological dispositions such as personal values or attitudes to risk);

- the context in which the decision is taken (ethical infrastructure, economic incentives and cultural influences on ethical decision-making and behaviour); and,

- the capacities of any individual (what they know and how they reason).

Figure 2 provides a visual representation of the model.

FIGURE 2: THE 3CS AN INTERACTIVE MODEL

Whilst character and capacity concentrate on individuals, context focuses on an individual’s relationships with their environment, recognising that it is partly through environmental factors that an individual’s capacity is framed. Similarly, the values underpinning a person’s character are not immutable, they can change over time and depend on the environment and stimulus (the problem faced). For our purposes environment might include individual work teams, the organisations they work with and individuals they interact with.
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funders, opponents, witnesses, adjudicators, regulators, educators). The factors influencing decision-making may be social (the need to secure status, approval or cooperation); economic (the need to hit targets or to remain profitable); or cultural (ideas about what constitutes tolerable, appropriate or praiseworthy behaviour).

Importantly, these processes may be more intuitive than rational. Haidt in particular, emphasises that intuitions shape how problems are perceived (or indeed whether they are perceived as problems at all). He also demonstrates that ethical decisions can, he would suggest usually do, predate the judgments used to justify those decisions. Rational thought, engagement with others, the behaviour of those around us and material incentives can influence our intuitions and sometimes intervene to challenge and reshape our judgments. However, if Haidt's findings can be generalised to a professional sphere - they are not pre-eminent. Similarly, there are also potentially a number of unconscious biases at work.

There is a second point. Each of the three dimensions influences the other. My character values are influenced by my environment; my environment is influenced by my behaviour; my capacities influence how I interpret my environment and the problems it presents me; and so on. The dimensions of ethicality are mutually constitutive of each other.

In describing the 3Cs as precursors of ethicality, we have simplified somewhat. Each of Character, Capacity and Context has been measured in different ways, or ways that explore different sub-dimensions of the main concepts. We set some of these in Table 3.

---


There is some overlap between the three dimensions, especially at the sub-dimension level. Attitudes to risk and personal values, for instance are likely to overlap. The ethical culture of an organisation is influenced and constituted by attitudes within that organisation.

There are three reasons for emphasising the utility of measures which look at the 3Cs:

- the research supports a plausible link between the 3Cs and ethical behaviour;
- the 3C dimensions are less dependent on context specific detail than a compliance style approach;
- the 3Cs are more easily measurable than behaviour, particularly at a general/market wide level;
- the 3Cs don't simply evaluate ethical risk, they look at what underlies ethical risk and so provide insights into what may be improved; and,
- in particular, elements of the 3C dimensions (especially around context) may provide feedback to the professions and their regulators on areas where improvement might be sought in institutional arrangements.

We begin our discussion of these measures of the sub-dimensions with a discussion of measures of Capacity as this is an area where there is a particularly large volume of research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Examples/Sub-dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal Values</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitudes to (say) regulation and risk</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity</th>
<th>Examples/Sub-dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasoning</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Examples/Sub-dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Incentives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical Culture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CAPACITY

One of the three dimensions relates to the capacity of individuals. Assessments of capacity tend to focus on knowledge and levels of reasoning.

KNOWLEDGE

The knowledge component of Capacity recognises a distinction between mainstream morality and professional ethics. There are specific rules and principles which govern the ethics of a lawyer when they take on a professional role. Knowledge of those rules is a necessary but not sufficient element of ethics that helps practitioners recognise and, if so motivated, act on ethical dilemmas. To a certain extent, baseline ethical knowledge amongst professionals is tested by the requirements for qualification and embedded within assessment in vocational education.

EXAMINATIONS

Essays, substantive exams and multiple choice tests are used for testing knowledge. Essays, used in universities for testing critical evaluation, coherence and structure, might be considered particularly impractical for time-impoverished practitioners.

Whilst knowledge tests are not very sophisticated indicators of ethicality, lack of knowledge is one barrier to solicitor compliance with their own code and other regulatory requirements. Applying tests of knowledge across the legal services market would represent a significant practical challenge: deciding which knowledge was necessary in which elements of the legal services sectors under scrutiny. Knowledge alone is not sufficiently context-proof, in that it does not take account of particular pressures or ethical infrastructure factors which are known to impact on individual behaviour. As Evans points out, “while knowledge of ethical doctrines can be tested as readily as any piece of substantive information, such knowledge does not indicate whether a lawyer, particularly a new lawyer, is more or

---

127 Economides, cited n 59.
128 SRA Benchmarking Study, cited n 5.
less likely to behave ethically, when they are struggling under the considerable pressure of the practice environment. Lawyers in Evans’ study were sceptical about the value of additional testing of knowledge, noting that its predictive validity would likely be circumvented by ‘cramming’ and stated a preference for peer review which they felt would be more sensitive to the nature of ‘ethical complexity’ and situational pressures.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION TESTS/ VIGNETTES

Approaches which look at reasoning (see below) can also be used to test knowledge. Vignette-based approaches can be used to test the selective application of knowledge and reasoning. Some have been web-based. There is some evidence that they might also usefully assess ethical culture because they can replicate scenarios likely to occur in practice. Vignette-based approaches can also be blended into more sophisticated research instruments, for example, Akabayashi et al merged a test of knowledge (which assessed whether practitioners identified particular ethical problems) with assessments of moral reasoning based on the Defining Issues Tests (see below). Vignettes have also been included in ethical infrastructure inventories.

PORTFOLIOS AND REFLECTIVE LEARNING LOGS

Portfolios are regularly used in educational and assessment processes (e.g. police station accreditation schemes). They can be viable tools for assessing the reasoning and experience of an individual because they involve the selective application of knowledge (those being assessed choose their examples and, to a point, how they describe them). As such portfolios can reveal knowledge, reasoning and perhaps attitudes. Portfolios can also encourage subjects to take

129 Evans, cited n 59, pg 5.
130 Evans, cited n 59, pp 135-136.
131 Wong, cited n 100.
132 Zairiski, ‘Teaching Legal Ethics Online: Pervasive or Evasive’ (2001) 12 Legal Education Review 131. The Queensland Ethics Check, see n 134 and Evans, cited n 64 are examples of the use of web-based surveys for maximizing data collection.
135 Wong, cited n 100.
responsibility for charting ethical issues in their own practice and reflect on their own thinking and behaviour (engendering ‘reflective practice’). They have weaknesses associated with being self-reporting mechanisms.

Unless regulators were to mandate the keeping of portfolios, however, they cannot be used as a benchmarking tool. A modified approach would be to ask respondents to recall and reflect in writing on an ethical dilemma as part of an interview or survey-based approach of looking at ethics in practice.

TESTS OF MORAL REASONING

A second way in which capacity has typically been assessed it to look at moral reasoning.

Two tests have been widely used across disciplines to understand ethical reasoning. The first is Kohlberg’s Moral Judgment Interview (MJI) and the second, Rest’s Defining Issue Test (DIT). The higher a person scores on these tests the more ethically sophisticated their reasoning is and, impliedly, the more ethical they are likely to be. Both instruments rely on a particular conception of ethics and measure ethical reasoning ability relative to that conception. In spite of their widespread use, they have been subject to criticism. Gilligan famously criticised the approach as androcentric and Haidt cautions against overestimating the influence of rational moral judgment as a precursor to ethical behaviour.

THE MORAL JUDGMENT INTERVIEW

The Moral Judgment Interview takes the form of a moral dilemma presented to an interviewee who is asked to explain how they would

---

136 Hinett, Developing Reflective Practice in Legal Education (Warwick: UKCLE, 2002).
decide the dilemma. It is followed by probe questions which are completed in a 45 minute tape recorded interview. Their moral reasoning is ranked on a 6 point scale.\textsuperscript{141} It thus:

\begin{quote}
"elicits a subject's (1) own construction of moral reasoning; (2) moral frame of reference or assumptions about right and wrong and (3) the way these beliefs and assumptions are used to make and justify moral decisions"\textsuperscript{142}
\end{quote}

Under the scale, a process of moral development is assumed: individuals move up the scale\textsuperscript{143} and remain at the highest point of their evolution across all decisions which they take. A primary use has been in assessing an individual’s level of moral reasoning over time (their development).

Disadvantages of the Moral Judgment Interview include that the interviewer must be trained in the technique. The time taken for an interview and the training element increases the cost of the method. Ethical dilemmas used in the test are general in nature rather than professionally specific. A problem with this approach is that it engages less strongly with role morality concerns (the obligations of a lawyer as a lawyer over ‘ordinary’ moral obligations of familial ties for instance). Conversely, developing similar professionally relevant vignettes (short case stories based on real-life situations) would be


\textsuperscript{142} See, Crain, \textit{Theories of Development} (Prentice-Hall, 1985), pp. 118-136. The stages of the scale are (1) seeing right and wrong as being determined simply by what authorities permit and punish; through (2) seeing punishments as a risk that have to be factored into the decision rather than a signal that something is wrong; to (3) being guided by the expectations of the family and community to behave in "good" ways; and then (4) seeing compliance with rules as good where they promote social order; with (5) moral decision-making involving the considering of the rights and values that a society ought to uphold; and (6) being concerned with the universal principles: which define how we achieve justice; treat everyone impartially and respect individual dignity.

\textsuperscript{143} Colby cited n 141.
relatively unproblematic and would engage with professionally relevant role morality concerns.

DEFINING ISSUES TEST

The Defining Issues Test (DIT) began as a quantitative evolution of the MJII. Respondents are asked to consider a series of 3 or 6 dilemmas. Subjects consider these, decide how they would act (they are usually given three choices: to act, to not act or 'don’t know'). They are then provided with a series of reasoning statements which reflect particular approaches to ethical reasoning which they then rate and rank in order of importance.144

The DIT is well established and tested145 and techniques have been developed to ensure respondents take the tests seriously. As a self-administered multiple-choice, the DIT is cheaper. It measures recognition of ethical knowledge rather than verbalisation.146 The DIT has also been configured to take account of Rest’s belief that moral reasoning was more contingent or context specific than Kohlberg believed it to be.147 In particular, for a variety of reasons, people may reason less ethically than their capacity suggests they can.

144 See Appendix B for an example of capacity methodology, pp 105.
147 Rest saw moral reasoning as being manifested more contingently than Kohlberg. Sometimes individuals will reason ethically, sometimes not. He identifies four components to understanding this: Moral Sensitivity (identifying moral situations); Moral Judgment (which available action is most justified?); Moral Motivation (prioritising moral over other concerns); and Moral Character (constructing and implementing actions consistent with the moral choice). For more on this see Rest, in Musson, cited n 146, pp. 556-629; Bebeau, ‘The Defining Issues Test and the Four Component Model: Contributions to Professional Education’, (2002) 31(3) Journal of Moral Education 271 and Rest and others, ‘A Neo-Kohlbergian Approach: The DIT and Schema Theory’ (1999) 11(4) Educational Psychology Review 291.
The contexts that MJIs and DITs have been applied across range from: the ethical development of medical students, business, accounting, pharmacy, nursing, as well as examining intercultural variation in ethics. Professionally specific variants of DITs have been developed in pharmacy and in law: Daicoff used DIT type questionnaires amended to a legal context to demonstrate lawyers used different kind of moral reasoning in their public professional and private lives. She suggested that lawyers view the codes as a minimum standard of ethicality and are sometimes prepared to impose ‘more ethical and restrictive choices’ on themselves in certain situations.

Various tests have been used to establish the validity of DITs. They successfully differentiate age/education groups (as one would expect age and education partly predicts performance). The studies show longitudinal gains in DIT score (moral reasoning of subjects improves over time). DIT scores are strongly related to other more involved assessments of moral reasoning. Educational interventions designed to improve moral reasoning are demonstrated with DIT data; and,

---

149 Self and others, ‘Clarifying the Relationship of Medical Education and Moral Development (May 1998) 73(5) Academic Medicine 517.
157 See for example n 145, 148-156.
perhaps most importantly, “DIT scores are significantly linked to many “prosocial” behaviours and to desired professional decision making”\textsuperscript{158} DIT scores correlate with political attitudes and political choices (but are better predictors of decisions than those indicators; and satisfy reliability tests.)\textsuperscript{159}

Both MJIs and DITs rely on self-reporting. When used in their conventional form (general ethical dilemmas exploring general ethical reasoning) there may be some scepticism about whether responses to vignettes in a survey reliably explain a lawyer’s ethical reasoning.\textsuperscript{160} This would be a reason for developing professionally relevant vignettes using a DIT or MJI style approach. There are also other variants on the MJI and DIT which have sought to simplify the methodology.\textsuperscript{161}

Lawyers will be sensitive to the difference between the ‘can’ and ‘do’ nature of the tests: sophisticated actors may be able to reason ethically in a test but not do so in practice or may reason sloppily in a test (where they have no incentive to do well but be more careful in practice). Such problems are however evident in most interview and self-completion approaches and can be controlled for through a degree to ensure answers are consistent with taking the test seriously.

Similarly, just because an individual can function at a certain level of ethicality, it does not follow that they always will. If the approaches are perceived as artificial or irrelevant, it would be more difficult than normal to get practitioners to respond. There is some evidence that lawyers might be averse to psychological approaches due to cynicism about the way such evidence has been used in courts\textsuperscript{162} but also reasons for being optimistic about the utility of such testing to identify psychological attributes which are thought to have a particularly strong correlation with ethics, such as ‘honesty’ and ‘integrity’.\textsuperscript{163}

---


\textsuperscript{159} Rest and others, p. 390. Rest and Narvaez (eds), Moral Development in the Professions: Psychology and Applied Ethics (Hillsdale, New Jersey, Lawrence Erlbaum, 1994).

\textsuperscript{160} Evans, cited n 59.


\textsuperscript{162} Evans, cited n 59 pp 136.

\textsuperscript{163} See n 162.
CHARACTER

The second dimension in the proposed model is character. Whilst character, or values, are part of an individual’s internal endowment (what is ‘brought to the table’), they can also change over time.

Ways of describing characteristics relevant to ethics include personal values, principles and attitudes, cultivated or aspirational virtues, moral or emotional intelligence, moral courage and conscience. Individuals with strong ethical values tend to recognise ethical issues more readily than those who do not have such values. Lawyers might align themselves with different professional philosophies which underpin what they see as ethical.

---


guilt or a more developed conscience and some do not. Whilst it is tempting to reduce morality to a question of more or less; understanding values can be more complex:

“Professionalism is best evaluated when values conflict with one another... challenges rarely appear as simple choices between right and wrong; they are more often choices among equally worthy values... physicians demonstrate professionalism by resolving a dilemma wisely.”

There is a significant social psychology literature on values, which Rokeach suggests "serve as standards or criteria to guide not only action but also judgment, choice, attitude, evaluation, argument, exhortation, rationalisation and... attribution of causality." This work tends to suggest that there are a small number of standard human values which vary between individuals. The Rokeach Value Survey (RVS) is one popular way of categorising an individual’s values. Critique of the RVS has ensued with Schwartz’s model of values sometimes preferred because it is able to examine the relationships between values and is so thought to be a better tool for analysing the predicted impact of values on behaviour.

Work on values has been undertaken by Evans who used ethical dilemmas on a large sample over a prolonged time period to evaluate law students’ ethics, demonstrating that values were predictive of behavioural choices (as reported by those same students).

---


171 Stern, cited n 59, pp 8-9. Stern further cites Coulehan and Williams, 'Conflicting Professional Values in Medical Education' (2003) 12 Cambridge Quarterly of Healthcare Ethics 7 on this point. Some studies, such as Abel, prioritise those cases involving real conflicts and ambiguities, rather than cases where the rules are clear and motives transparent: Abel, cited n 109, pp. 56.


173 This system was based on value words which represented eighteen Terminal Values which refer to desirable end-states of existence and eighteen Instrumental Values which refer to preferable modes of behaviour.


were asked to indicate what they would do in response to ethical dilemmas and then rate the different values which informed their answer for each scenario. The most important values associated with ethical conduct were found to be honesty and equality. The vignettes were supplemented by focus group interviews designed to reduce discomfort arising from the ‘forced choice’ vignettes and no doubt also to illuminate aspects of the participants reasoning which might otherwise be opaque to the researchers.

Evans’ work provides some evidence of the link between character and reported conduct (in effect they showed that people with certain values say they will do different things from those with other values). For example, respondents indicating ‘equality’ was prominent in their decision-making were more likely to indicate a willingness to take on a pro bono case.

Some of the research prioritises certain values in ethical decision-making. An ethic of care stresses the importance of relationships with others and interpersonal skills such as empathy, altruism and sensitivity. An ethic of care interview has been developed to help

219. See in addition, Evans and Palermo, ‘Lawyers’ Perceptions of their Values: An Empirical Assessment of Australian Final Year Law Students – Some Interim Results – 2001’ (2002) 5(1/2) Legal Ethics 102 and Palermo and Evans (2007). Evans, cited n 64 (based on Rokeach, response rate of 703 (18%), 70% had completed an ethics course but only 40% had any practice experience. Participants rated importance of values on scale of 1 (‘irrelevant to me in relation to my approach to the practice of law) – 5 (very important to me in relation to my approach to the practice of law). The scenarios used went beyond coded rules. Scenarios were adapted from earlier study). For a discussion, see Evans, cited n 59, pp 38-48.

177 See also, Palermo and Evans, (2008) cited n 64 suggests a link between increased awareness of values and better behaviour.

178 ‘Integrity’ for example, has attracted some attention as a particularly important value or quality. See Uhr, ‘Getting the Measure of Integrity: The Two Faces of Ethics and Corruption’ (Paper presented at the Reconstructing the Public Interest in a Globalising World: Business, the Professions and the Public Sector, Brisbane, Australia, 4-7 October 2002). See www.iipe.org.au > accessed at April 2012 (cited in Evans, cited n 59 pp 58). For discussion of ‘empathy’ see Prinz, ‘Is Empathy Necessary for Morality?’ in Coplan and Goldie (eds.), Empathy: Philosophical and Psychological Perspectives (Oxford University Press. 2011).

determine the balance of self and other concerns. Empathy indicators have also been developed in a professional context.\textsuperscript{180} It is suggested under ethics of care approaches that legal ethics would benefit from a broadened definition which recognizes the importance of traditionally feminine values, such as empathy, and the contribution to the cause of client-centred lawyering which such values promise to make.\textsuperscript{181} The ethic of care may be in tension with conceptions of lawyers as 'thinkers not feelers'\textsuperscript{182} within the legal professional community.

\textbf{VIRTUE (OR PRINCIPLES) INDICES}

Another way of defining character is to look at what virtues an individual regards as most important. Here we begin to see the interactions between character and environment. A number of studies have sought to define what their researched constituencies regard as constituting the key virtues, or ethical principles, governing their field. This method could be employed to develop with separate groups of practitioners' and other stakeholders definitions of legal ethics which can then be contrasted and compared as a way of understanding, but not evaluating, the way different groups prioritise ethical principles.

Evolving virtue scales involves identifying what qualities are regarded as important not on evaluating specific acts or decisions:

\textquote{A person of virtuous character, an ethical person regularly and consistently exhibits the character traits in conduct, in compliance with the associated principles calling for honest, fair, reliable, trustworthy commitment to others.}\textsuperscript{183}

Whilst the idea of virtue ethics draws on notions of character, the scales developed appear to be most appropriately thought of as guides to the factors that should influence ethical decisions.

\textsuperscript{180} Stern, cited n 59.
Virtue scales have been developed mainly in a business ethics context, although sometimes in medicine; pharmacy; accounting and psychology. Typically, a list of character traits is devised from, for example, reviews of previous literature, interviews with practitioners or website text searches. Once a working list has been determined, this is consolidated and tested by a number of methods: e.g. cross-checking researcher lists against practitioner focus-group generated lists; asking respondents to rate and rank lists; factor and content validity analysis during piloting.

Research describing the ethical traits important in particular groups has not usually been developed into a means of measuring levels of ethicality. Phelan et al is a notable exception in which tutors evaluated medical students with criteria defining the traits through observable negative behaviours. Behaviour was observed over time in the evaluation system.

Another approach once scales have been developed would be to analyse responses to ethical problems (presented as case studies or vignettes to research subjects) against the scales. This would work by asking a practitioner to read a vignette which presents a decision with ethical dimensions to it and then indicate or rate which principles are important to taking a decision. This has some similarities with the approach to Defined Issues Tests (above), swapping professionally


189 See Shanahan, cited n 184.

190 Phelan, cited 185.
identified virtues (or principles) for the more abstract moral reasoning schema applied by Rest and Kohlberg.

Our team has undertaken some exploratory work towards developing a list of “virtues” for legal services professionals, derived from the Legal Services Act and the Bar and Solicitors Codes. It can be seen at Appendix A.  

---

**MULTIDIMENSIONAL ETHICS SCALE**

Reidenbach and Robin developed what they called multidimensional ethics scales. They have been used in business, accounting ethics, tax and IT. They start from the premise that “the breadth and complexity of the construct ['ethics'] dictates the breadth and complexity of the measure used to capture it.” Multidimensional Ethics Tools purport to identify five ethical philosophies (justice, relativism, utilitarianism, egoism and deontology) and test the extent to which participants rely on these when debating ethical issues. Initially, a panel of philosophers defined the relevant content of the five philosophies which were then tested on business students.

---

191 See APPENDIX A: a Draft distillation of legal ethics concepts applicable to legal services, pp 108.


193 Cohen, cited n 78.


196 Reidenbach and Robin (1990) cited n 192.


198 A priori normative philosophy scales are shown in a table in Reidenbach cited n 192. Participants would put a tick on the scale to show where their judgment was pitched. For ease of reference: **Justice** (Rawls, 1971; Nozick, 1974; Kristol, 1978): just/unjust; fair/unfair; does result/does not result in equal distribution of good and bad. **Relativist** (Hoffman & Moore, 1984, pg 3-5; Stace, 1937; Brandt, 1959): culturally acceptable/unacceptable; individually acceptable/unacceptable; acceptable/unacceptable to people I most admire; traditionally acceptable/unacceptable; Acceptable/unacceptable to my family. **Egoism** (Beauchamp & Bowie, 1983; Donaldson & Werhane, 1983, pp 21-23) Self-
(using vignettes) and managers. Findings included that notions of duty, for instance, were less important when making decisions than “a broad sense of moral equity” as well as “relativistic and social contract dimensions.” In an accounting context utilitarian approaches were more prevalent.

DEMOGRAPHY AND DIVERSITY - CHARACTERISTICS LINKED TO ETHICALITY

A number of studies have looked at whether demographics influences approaches to ethics. It has often been suggested that women’s ethical reasoning is different to men’s, emphasising care, empathy and compassion over rights, justice and fairness. Many studies look at whether women are more ethical than men. Whilst there are often

promoting/not self-promoting; selfish/not selfish; self-sacrificing/not self-sacrificing; prudent/not prudent; under no moral obligation/morally obliged to act otherwise; personally satisfying/not personally satisfying; in best interests of company/not in best interests of company. Utilitarian (Smart, 1973; Sartorios, 1975; Singer, 1976) efficient/inefficient; ok/not ok if actions can be justified by their consequences; compromises/does not compromise an important rule by which I live; on balance tends to be good/bad; produces the greatest/least utility; maximizes/minimizes benefits whilst minimizes/maximizes harm; leads to the greatest/least good for the greatest number; results in a positive/negative cost benefit ratio; maximizes/minimizes pleasure. Deontology (Ross, 1930; Kant): violates/does not violate an unwritten contract; violates/does not violate my ideas of fairness; duty bound/not duty bound to act in this way; morally right/not morally right; obligated/not obligated to act in this way; violates/does not violate an unspoken promise. (Reidenbach, cited n 192).

199 Reidenbach cited n 192, pp 649.
200 Cohen, cited n 78.
201 Cited n 200.
no differences, where differences are found, women tend to be more ethical.

Age too has been a focus. Again, the results are mixed. Sometimes, age or experience seems to reduce ethicality. At other times, age relaxes the extent to which ambition exerts a negative effect on ethicality.

The length of formal education has been singled out as the most important factor in developing moral reasoning capacity. Religion and “spirituality” have also been found to influence ethical reasoning and behaviour (usually positively). Various studies have looked at nationality; some suggest a degree of cultural specificity to ethical standards.

---


Character traits and values are an important element in ethical decision-making. However, the mechanism through which these factors exert an influence is complex. Approaches which rely on an individual’s characteristics as being determinative (x is like this so will do that) should obviously be viewed with caution.

**CONTEXT**

The relevance of the character component cannot be fairly assessed outside of the context that individual is placed within. As Heath points out:

“What the criminological literature tells us ... is that it is not about character and it is not about values. On the contrary, it is various aspects of the situation that individuals find themselves in, what they think about this situation, and what they expect others to think about the situation, that plays the major role in determining how they conduct themselves.”

The context within which individuals take ethical decisions influences their behaviour. Studies such as Heinz et al. and the Michigan Law

---


However, it is also important not to overplay the extent to which organisational or environmental factors are decisive; Weaver and Angle, ‘Religiosity and Ethical Behaviour in Organizations: A Symbolic Interactionist Perspective’ (2002) 27(1) Academy of Management Review 77 – ‘expectations of one’s own behaviours based upon one’s religious identity interact with organisational contextual factors’ (see Dean and others, ‘Mid-Level Managers, Organizational Context and (Un)ethical Encounters’ (2010) 97 Journal of Business Ethics 51); Daicoff (1996), cited n 156 –
School data\textsuperscript{211} suggest that contextual factors may be at least as important as individual characteristics as predictors of ethicality. Mather argues that 'bad barrels' rather than 'bad apples' may often be a significant predictor of low standards.\textsuperscript{212}

In this section we divide context into three areas: economic incentives; formal systems and institutions that promote decision making (what we call ethical infrastructure); and, cultural/interpersonal influences (which includes how economic incentives and formal systems are interpreted). Approaches which emphasise the interactions or blurry boundaries between these sometimes refer to concepts like ethical climate or culture.\textsuperscript{213}

Ethical context may derive from an individual’s work organisation.\textsuperscript{214} A point not strongly acknowledged in the business ethics literature, is that for lawyers other contexts such as interactions with clients,\textsuperscript{215}

\textsuperscript{210}Heinz and others, cited n 84.
\textsuperscript{211}Reported in Mather, cited n 85, pp 114 (previously unpublished).
\textsuperscript{212}See also: Trevino and Youngblood, 'Bad Apples in Bad Barrels: A Casual Analysis of Ethical Decision Making Behaviour' (1990) 75(4) Journal of Applied Psychology 378; Levin, 'Bad Apples, Bad Lawyers or Bad Decision Making: Lessons from Psychology and from Lawyers in the Dock' (2009) 22 Georgetown Journal Legal Ethics 1549; Gunz and Gunz also pick up this dichotomy: “is the apparent misfeasance by professionals the case of a few bad apples… or is there at issue a more deep seated problem?” as a basis for their analysis of in-house lawyers misadvising clients in Gunz and Gunz, 'Client Capture and the Professional Service Firm' (Winter, 2008) 45(4) American Business Law Journal 685.
\textsuperscript{213}Literature is divided on whether climate and culture are essentially the same thing: those perceiving little difference include Ashkanasy and others, 'Predicators of Ethical Code Use and Ethical Tolerance in the Public Sector' (2000) 25(3) Journal of Business Ethics 237; Tenbrunsel and others, 'Building Houses on Rocks: The Role of the Ethical Infrastructure in Organizations' (September 2003) 16(3) Social Justice Research 285; Denison, 'What is the Difference Between Organizational Culture and Organizational Climate? A Native’s Point of View on a Decade of Paradigm Wars’ (1996) 21 Academy of Management Review 619. Those who point to a more marked distinction include: James and others, 'The Meaning of Organizations: The Role of Cognition and Values in Schneider (ed) Organizational Climate and Culture (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA 1990); Rousseau, Assessing Organizational Culture: The Case for Multiple Methods in Schneider (ed) Organizational Climate and Culture (Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, CA 1990).
\textsuperscript{214}Carlin (1966), cited n 68, pp 101.
\textsuperscript{215}Eekelaar, cited n 66; Carlin, cited n 68; for in-house lawyers, see Gunz and Gunz, 'The Lawyer’s Response to Organizational Professional Conflict: An Empirical Study
witnesses,\textsuperscript{216} opponents,\textsuperscript{217} adjudicators, and regulators\textsuperscript{218} may also be important. There are also factors which are likely to be particularly acute within legal practice environments. For example, time pressure which can cause or contribute to ethical difficulties which might not otherwise have occurred.\textsuperscript{219} The prevalence of relationships involving agency can also be problematic.\textsuperscript{220} Agents may be prone to rationalise immoral actions taken for clients on the basis of their role obligations (‘I was only following instructions’).

Whilst the immediate context of the law firm may be commercial, a culture of professionalism may also influence behaviour. The profession imposes ‘collegial control’\textsuperscript{221} because its continued existence hinges on the good reputation of its members.\textsuperscript{222} It protects the profession from regulation by the State\textsuperscript{223} and promotes the value

\textsuperscript{218} Carlin (1966), cited n 68.
\textsuperscript{219} An example is given in Shapiro, cited n 67, from an interview in which a lawyer talks about accepting a case at short notice and then turning up at court to find his own firm was on the other side: “There was no time. Everything was happening within a matter of hours and the petitioner [in scenario akin to an interim injunction application] was us and when … the opponent contacted its lawyer, its lawyer was us… They both go charging into the courtroom and it’s we!” Time was also raised as a factor weighing on failure to meet minimum competence standards in this recent report commissioned by the Bar Standards Board:
of its services within the market. \textsuperscript{224} Collegial control is largely cultural, built on “shared identities and knowledge, repeated interactions in social networks, informal norms, and the need to maintain a quality reputation in order to attract clients.” \textsuperscript{225} It has been suggested that the strength of collegial control may fluctuate according to such factors as the size and proximity of the professions within relevant networks or organisations. \textsuperscript{226} Equally, the degree to which the lawyer associates himself with his own firm may be important. \textsuperscript{227} Self-employed barristers, may be more likely to consider themselves independent practitioners, for example, competing within chambers whilst having some common interests in good reputation. \textsuperscript{228} Reputation for some individuals may also be more individual than (say) chambers (or firm) based. \textsuperscript{229} These examples show that collegial control, if it exists, may be complex.

Contextual factors interrelate and are both formal and informal. \textsuperscript{230} The appropriateness of an employee or owner/partner’s behaviour is interpreted through “formal and informal management policies, procedures and controls, work team cultures, and habits of interaction and practice that support and encourage ethical behaviour”. \textsuperscript{231} Structural factors can encapsulate “[s]ituational moderators” which include “one’s immediate job context, the organization’s cultures and norms, characteristics of an individual’s work [and] … the structure of the organization itself.” \textsuperscript{232} Economic incentives which influence behaviour naturally include fee types and referral fees practices but also internal mechanisms such as billing and work-in-progress targets. Interpersonal and cultural dynamics might focus on hierarchical dynamics, \textsuperscript{234} such as the significant gaps in the way senior and lower


\textsuperscript{225} Mather, cited n 85, pp 120.

\textsuperscript{226} Heinz cited n 84.

\textsuperscript{227} Mather, cited n 85, pp 118.

\textsuperscript{228} See Griffiths-Baker, cited n 67, pp 59.

\textsuperscript{229} Griffiths-Baker, cited n 67, pp 59-60.

\textsuperscript{230} Tenbrunsel, cited n 213.

\textsuperscript{231} Parker, cited n32.

\textsuperscript{232} See Pfeffer, ‘Organization Theory and Structural Perspectives on Management’ (1991) 17 Journal of Management 789. See also Pfeffer, \textit{Power in Organizations} (Pitman: Marshfield, MA, 1981). Carlo Patetta Rotta cited n 11, suggests ‘participatory’ models of managements increase communication and transparency and are therefore more ethical, which is supported by research in other fields suggesting the benefits of participatory models such as Rosenthal, cited n 108.


\textsuperscript{234} Trevino and others ‘It’s Lovely at the Top: Hierarchical Levels, Identities and Perceptions of Organizational Ethics’ (2008) 18(2) Business Ethics Quarterly 233; Dukerich and others, ‘Moral reasoning in Groups: Leaders Make a Difference’ (1990) 43 Human Relations 473 (role of leaders in ethical decision-making groups); Milgram, cited n 78 (submission to authority can lead to remarkable reductions in individual standards of ethical behavior); Trevino, 1986 cited n 209 and Kelman and
level employees perceive organisational ethical issues\textsuperscript{235} and communication or the "social contagion process which diffuses ethical norms through organizations."\textsuperscript{236} Communication, surveillance and sanctioning systems can all be important.\textsuperscript{237}

There are two reasons for emphasising contextual factors in an ethical benchmark. Firstly, as already noted, situational influences may shape individuals’ ethical behaviour;\textsuperscript{238} firm culture may load allegiances too heavily in favour of their own or clients’ objectives;\textsuperscript{239} and courts and

Hamilton, *Crimes of Obedience: Toward a Social Psychology of Authority and Responsibility* (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1989) have argued that Milgram’s findings apply to hierarchical power structures within organisations.\textsuperscript{235} Parker and Aitken, cited n 27; Carroll, ‘Linking Business Ethics to Behavior in Organizations’ (1978) 43 SAM Advanced Management Journal 4 (managers blame unethical behaviour on pressures imposed on them from external sources and superiors).


prosecutors may push administrative expediency over client rights.\textsuperscript{240} Secondly, contextual factors might be harnessed to positively influence ethical behaviour.\textsuperscript{241} If, “as social entities, organizations exert collective forces on their members which are greater than the simple sum of individual attitudes and beliefs,”\textsuperscript{242} then probing the ethical climate of a firm can tell us something about what kinds of individuals are able to function within it and how they are encouraged or allowed to behave.\textsuperscript{243}

Table 6 sets out some of the elements that have been considered by studies looking at the influence of context on ethics and which may be susceptible to data collection.


\textsuperscript{241} Trevino and others, cited n 238 – ‘aspects of ethical context were the most important variables (as a set) influencing a battery of organizational ethical outcomes including willingness to report ethical violations, making better individual decisions, increasing organizational commitment and behaving in unethical ways themselves’ (summarized by Dean, cited n 209); see also Parker, cited n 32. Cf/ Tenbrunsel and Messick, ‘Sanctioning Systems, Decision Frames and Cooperation’ (1999) 44 Administrative Science Quarterly 684: Mechanisms designed to enforce ethical behaviour can sometimes have detrimental effect by increasing undesirable behaviours.

\textsuperscript{242} Blau and Scott, \textit{Formal Organizations} (Chandler, San Francisco. 1962).

\textsuperscript{243} There seems to be an inverse relationship between higher ethical infrastructure and lower [individual] complaints: Parker, cited n 32.
Table 6: Three Dimensions of Context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of CONTEXT</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMIC INCENTIVES</td>
<td>Profit; job-security; business models; targets; billable hours; formal requirements of stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETHICAL INFRASTRUCTURE</td>
<td>Codes; policy statements; compliance officers; inspection; reporting hotlines; advice hotlines; investigation and sanctioning of misconduct training; self-assessment; evaluations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CULTURAL AND INTERPERSONAL INFLUENCES/DYNAMICS</td>
<td>Ethical climate; leadership signals; supervisors; observed misconduct; perceived handling of misconduct; peer group behaviour and influences; client and stakeholder behaviour and influences; perceptions of attitudes of others; cultures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Various approaches to measuring ethical context have been employed.\textsuperscript{244} They generally rely on collecting survey data\textsuperscript{245} from


\textsuperscript{245} Queensland surveys cited n 134; Weaver and others, ‘Corporate Ethics Practices in the Mid-1990s: An Empirical Study of the Fortune 1000’ (1999) 18 Journal of Business Ethics 283; Victor and Cullen have devised an Ethical Climate Questionnaire, a 36 item survey designed to draw out firm culture. This has been
respondents within organisations, typically key individuals responsible for ethics or compliance and sometimes others at various points in the hierarchy within the organisation. In better studies that data is compared with data from other measures (gained either by testing responses to ethical vignettes, by self-reported levels of ethical behaviour within their organisation or complaints data). Some studies assume the existence of particular ethical policies and structures is indicative of a more ethical institution and so simply


Parker, cited n 32 (survey and complaints); Parker, cited n 27 not defined. (online survey and vignettes); Dean, cited n 209 (survey and semi-structured interview: surveys on size, formalisation and centralisation compared against Measure of Ethical Viewpoints for individual ethical predisposition); Vansandt cited n 202 (surveys on ethical climate compared to participant moral awareness responses derived from identifying and rating ethical issues from video vignettes); McCall and Lombardo (eds), Leadership: Where Else Can We Go? (Durham, N.C: Duke University Press, 1978) (simulation with memos manipulating participants' perception of ethical climate and questionnaires used to determine participants' ethical decision making criteria).

The focus being instead on 'the degree to which those firms have adopted various practices associated with corporate ethics programs', Weaver and others, cited n 245
describe ethical infrastructure and attitudes of key personnel.\textsuperscript{248} Where studies do compare context and decision-making interesting findings can result. For instance, Dean et al suggest that a culture of following the letter rather than the spirit of ethical codes renders unethical situations more likely.\textsuperscript{249}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{ECONOMIC INCENTIVES} \\
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Whether publicly owned or a private business, legal practice takes place in an environment which is governed by economic pressures.\textsuperscript{250} To some extent, competing interests and priorities make ethical conflicts inevitable.\textsuperscript{251}

Various measures have either been used to examine the impact of economic incentives on ethical decision making or related to ethicality of decision making:

- General perceptions of economic outlook for the business;\textsuperscript{252}
- fee types;\textsuperscript{253}
- resource levels of clients;\textsuperscript{254}
- whether reward systems have been shown to drive up support for that company’s ethical vision.\textsuperscript{255}

\textsuperscript{248} Baumhart, cited n 244; Brenner, cited 244 cited in Trevino, ‘Experimental Approaches to Studying Ethical-Unethical Behaviour in Organizations’ (1992) 2(2) Business Ethics Quarterly 121.
\textsuperscript{249} Dean cited n 209.
\textsuperscript{250} See for example, commercial pressures and risk-taking behaviours documented in Carlin (1966), cited n 68.
\textsuperscript{251} Shapiro, cited n 67, pp 54
\textsuperscript{252} NBES 2011, cited n 245.
\textsuperscript{254} Cf/ Mann, \textit{Defending White Collar Crime: A Portrait of Attorneys at Work} (Yale University Press, 1985).
The tendency of incentives to drive behaviour is widely acknowledged:

“The problem with incentives is that they are often linked to short-term profits rather than long term ones. This fact pushes individuals to take on investments and business with risk profiles higher than the ones they would have normally considered reasonable.”

Their potential relevance in relation to fee types in lawyers’ business and referral fees is well documented, though the impact within ‘ordinary’ business structures is less well considered. Interactions between financial and other incentives or appraisal mechanisms may be important and it has also been suggested that unrealistic targets for billable hours might be a driver of dishonesty amongst lawyers who then feel less guilt about ethical erosion in other areas too.

ETHICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

A number of studies focus on formal structures and systems as predictors of ethicality. These studies have examined the following kinds of factors:

- **the existence of codes, policies and other statements of ethical purpose.** Evidence suggests that codes can influence

---

256 Carlo Patetta Rotta, cited n 11, pg 96.
257 See, Moorhead (2011) cited n 233; Moorhead and Hurst, cited n 253.
256 Weaver cited n 245 at 285; Carlo Patteta Rotta, cited n 11; Baxter cited n 245.
the way managers' perceive wrongdoing\textsuperscript{261} although they are not conclusive in informing the reasoning process of even those who adhere to them.\textsuperscript{262} ‘The evidence on whether codes actually do influence behaviour is mixed\textsuperscript{263} but is generally positive on the relationship between codes and ethics attitudes/behaviour.\textsuperscript{264}


\textsuperscript{262}Daicoff, cited n 156, professional codes influence ethical reasoning, but lawyers treat them as minimum standards.


• Communication and training around ethics issues\(^{265}\) (how much occurs, when and of what nature).

• Ethics and compliance roles: the existence of ethics or compliance officers (in the legal field the SRA will require COLPs, the Queensland Legal Services Commission recommends 'survey managers' responsible for reviewing their firm's performance using the ethics check surveys and instigating discussions with colleagues).\(^{266}\) Whether businesses had a single person or a team responsible for ethics compliance\(^{267}\) how much of their time is devoted to ethics work by relevant personnel.

• 'Demonstrations' or exampleing (whether and how behaviours are punished or rewarded).\(^{268}\)

• The existence of anonymous reporting and advice systems (such as hotlines).

• Whether there is self-assessment or evaluation of ethical policies, procedures and cultures and whether there is external involvement in self-assessment, evaluation or ethical policies.\(^{269}\)

---

\(^{265}\) See for example, Greenberg, 'Who stole the Money and When? Individual and Situational Determinants of Employee Theft' (2002) 89 Organizational Behaviour and Human Decision Processes 985 (reduction in employee theft following introduction of ethics program). Cf, Sparks and Hunt, 'Marketing Researcher Ethical Sensitivity: Conceptualization, Measurement and Exploratory Investigation' (1998) 62(2) Journal of Marketing 92: negligible effect of further training on ethical sensitivity. This seems to be supported also by Baxter and others, cited n 245.

\(^{266}\) Parker, cited n 27.

\(^{267}\) Weaver cited n 245; Carlo Patetta Rotta, cited n 11.


\(^{269}\) Parker, cited n 32; NBES 2011, cited n 245. Questions in Weaver cited n 245 include: How often does the firm compare its ethical performance with that of other companies? How often does the firm survey external stakeholders regarding the firm’s ethics and values? How often are external parties used to evaluate the ethics programme? Questions were answered on a Likert scale (1 = never/5 = very frequently) and percentages are available from Weaver cited n 245 pg. 289. Formal
The Queensland Legal Services Commission offers a series of online ethics check surveys designed to enable firms to anonymously ‘audit’ their own ethical infrastructure and compare it with competitors. These consist of: a supervision practices check, a workplace culture check, a complaints management systems check, a billing practices check and a supervision practices check. The Work Place Culture Check includes questions drawing on Trevino’s work into organisational ethics which uses various internal communication measures designed to promote ethical culture as indicators. There are a number of ethical vignettes within the survey instrument. Although the culture check has been evaluated, the research team cautioned that it had not been intended as an inferential social science research instrument, rather as a tool for reflection. The evaluation was nevertheless able to undertake some qualified analysis, demonstrating gender, seniority and firm size variables on the responses given. For example, the most senior lawyers were more likely than the most junior lawyers to state that they perceived specific formal ethical supports to be implemented within their firms and also more likely to be comfortable raising, discussing and resolving ethical issues. There was significant variation in whether respondents knew of someone being disciplined during the past five years. The researchers noted that differences in perspectives (within a single firm) can be a harbinger of problematic ethical culture.

Other research which examines aspects of ethical infrastructure include the Institute of Leadership and Management (ILM) Index of Leadership Trust 2011 (UK) which measures trust in six aspects of leadership:

- ability of the leader to do their job;
- understanding: displaying knowledge and understanding to their employees’ roles and responsibilities;
- Fairness: behaving fairly and showing concern for welfare of employees;
- Openness: being accessible and receptive to ideas and opinions;
- Integrity: striving to be honest and fair in decision making; consistency; behaving in a reliable and predictable manner.

disciplinary measures are also mentioned as a factor bearing on ethics in the introduction to Carlin (1966), cited n 68, pp 6.


Parker, cited n 32

Parker, cited n Error! Bookmark not defined., pp 417.

As cited n 272, pp 420.
The Chartered General Management Accountant’s Global Survey of Business Ethics\textsuperscript{274} considered the situations most likely to exert ethical pressure, highlighting ‘working with colleagues from different functional areas within the organisation’ (22\% overall, UK respondents found this amongst the least problematic), ‘meeting reporting deadlines’ (21\%), ‘compiling management accounts’ (19\%), ‘dealing with customers’ (19\%), ‘managing staff’ (18\%), ‘awarding contracts to suppliers’ (18\%), ‘working with partners internationally from different cultures’ (17\%), ‘compiling year end accounts’ (17\%), reporting performance to external stakeholders (15\%) and ‘allocating bonuses’ (13\%) amongst the most problematic areas for ethical pressure.

PwC used an online survey of individuals from 111 organizations who reported on whistleblowing mechanisms and internal and external monitoring of effectiveness of such systems within their business, awareness and training and senior management involvement in such systems.\textsuperscript{275} In the Global Business Ethics Survey, the authors noted an incongruity between ethical “architecture” such as strengthened codes and policies and monitoring implementation at the business level.\textsuperscript{276}

Another example is the US National Business Ethics Survey designed to benchmark ethical behaviour in US corporations.\textsuperscript{277} The survey seeks to triangulate findings on ethical infrastructure with findings from the same survey on levels of perceived misconduct and reporting of misconduct. There is a risk of circularity in this approach, given that any respondent who perceives high levels of misconduct is also likely to perceive weaknesses in ethical infrastructure. Another example is the recent ICAEW report\textsuperscript{279}, 2012. This survey and interview based study which found just 24\% of respondents stating their organisation rewarded ethical behaviour even though this was considered a good means of increasing integrity. Whistleblowing, was found to be more effective than survey respondents perceived it to be. Training and discipline were seen as counterproductive elements of ethical infrastructure, with responses suggesting the latter was perceived as disproportionately punitive whilst the former was just ineffective or even patronising. The role of ethical leadership in dictating ethical culture was also noted.\textsuperscript{279}

\textsuperscript{274}Chartered General Management Accountant, Managing Responsible Business: http://www.cgma.org/Resources/Reports/Pages/ManagingResponsibleBusiness.aspx accessed on 3rd July 2012.

\textsuperscript{275}PwC ‘Striking a Balance’: Whistleblowing Arrangements as Part of a Speak Up Strategy, 2011 (UK).

\textsuperscript{276}Cited n 274.

\textsuperscript{277}NBES 2011, cited n 245.

\textsuperscript{278}Baxter and others, cited n 245.

\textsuperscript{279}Cited n. 278.
The Ernst and Young ‘European Fraud Survey: Recovery Regulation and Integrity, 2011 (Europe) carries out a biennial survey of 2365 employees of large companies in 25 European countries on the acceptability and prevalence of bribes, willingness to work in a company involved in corruption, willingness to hire individuals who have previously been involved in corruption incidence. The survey also audits infrastructure for anti-bribery and corruption including policy provision, codes and training and trust in management.

The KPMG Global Anti-Bribery and Corruption Survey, 2011 (UK and US) examines anti-bribery and corruption policies in UK and US. The 214 most senior employees dealing with bribery and corruption were identified and surveyed on the existence of written policies, distribution of these to third parties, certification of compliance by employees and third parties, ethics monitoring, risk assessments, designated anti-bribery/corruption staff and evidence of willingness to trade with countries with high incidence of bribery and corruption.

Finally, the Chartered Institute of Internal Auditors (ILA) examined the number of companies reporting on their own ethics and integrity performance in their annual reports with low numbers reporting on employees training or understanding of code.280

---

**CULTURAL AND INTERPERSONAL DYNAMICS**

As well as considering the formal ethical infrastructure of organizations, many studies consider the ways in which infrastructure is interpreted.281 These studies of ethical culture282 are often derived from perceptions of wrongdoing amongst colleagues, relationships with supervisors and the signals sent by firm leaders.283 As an analogue of culture, ethical climate has been defined as:

---

282 For a discussion of ethical ‘culture’ with a professional context, see for example, Duncan Minty, ‘Culture and Ethics: A New Crucible for Regulator Thinking?’ Financial Services Industry Think Piece, No 49 (January 2011).
283 See for example, Kirkland, 'Ethics in Large Law Firms: The Principle of Pragmatism' (2005) 35 University of Memphis Law Review 631. Carlo Patetta Rotta, cited n 11, submits that factors which undermine the management style and hence the ethical culture include: ‘communicates untrue results on company management to employees, shareholders and the public’; ‘does not comply with accounting standards in order to pocket higher bonuses’; abuses company perks’; ‘does not state a conflict of interests with the company; does not comply with the code of ethics and company policies and procedures; avoids internal controls for direct or indirect
the “informal, harder to assess side of ethics ... including factors such as the norms of corporate cultures and subcultures,”284

“the unwritten rules and customs and behaviours that determine what actually happens in practice,”285

“all the unwritten rules, customs and styles which influence the expectations, thoughts and behavior of people who operate within its organized structure”286 and

“those indirect signals regarding appropriate ethical conduct that are received by the organizational members... noticeable primarily to people inside of the organization, such signals cannot be verified through formal documents. Rather they are ‘felt’... through personal relationships.”287

There is research which links culture to ethicality288 and also which suggests that within a legal environment, cultural controls might exert a stronger influence than the more formal infrastructural elements that we have discussed above.289 Socialisation within law firms has been likened to a process of “experiential learning, in which practices (both technical and cultural) are modeled by the master... [to] break... trainees down and remake... them in the image of the firm.”290 The way that this process impacts on individual identity and professional ethics

---

284 Trevino cited n 238. Trevino here seems to conflate culture and interpersonal dynamics.
285 Queensland ethics check surveys cited n 134.
286 Carlo Patetta Rotta, cited n 11, pg 5. Rotta states the two primary elements of firm culture are company philosophy (ethos, branding) and management style.
287 Tenbunsel, cited n 213.
288 Key, 'Perceived Managerial Discretion: An Analysis of Individual Ethical Intentions' (2002) 14(20) Journal of Managerial Issues 218: ‘individuals who rated their organization as more ethical demonstrated greater perceived discretion whereas those who rated their organization as less ethical had less perceived discretion’; Bartels and others, 'The Relationship Between Ethical Climate and Ethical Problems within Human Resource Management' (1998) 17(7) Journal of Business Ethics 799 - ‘strong ethical climates are associated with less serious ethical problems’; Weber and others, cited n 77 - ‘organizations with a morally preferred ethical climate did not have known employee theft’; Vardi, ‘The Effects of Organizational and Ethical Climates on Misconduct at Work’ (2001) 29(4) Journal of Business Ethics 325 - ‘the more positively the organizational climate is viewed, the less reported misbehaviour’ articles and summaries from O’Fallon and Butterfield, cited n 4.
290 Sommerlad, (quoted in Mather n 85).
can be corroborated in other studies, although the master-servant
model is probably too simplistic. Some studies have also pointed to
entrant lawyers using their own values to negotiate and instigate
change even as they assimilate to pre-existing cultural norms.

Indicators of ethical climate can be measured at the individual or
team level and findings can be aggregated to any level at which
there is consensus. There have been some interesting studies on
how climate or “social context conditions” impact on whether
individuals are prepared to report a peer for unethical behaviour.
Examples which have been shown to bear on ethical culture include
‘snitching’ which can attract negative reactions from other colleagues.
It is theorised that for each negative reaction, the message ‘don’t
snitch’ is reinforced and becomes part of the infrastructure via
culture. Other examples include an individual’s perceptions of the
level of ethicality demonstrated by leaders and colleagues. Pressure

---

291 See for example, Kirkland cited n 283 and Corbin cited n 209. Mather points to
disparities in insurers’ risk assessment by practice size and services type as evidence
of cultural conditioning, see Mather, cited n 85, pp 123.

292 Mather, cited n 85.

293 Burke and others, ‘Reconceptualizing Psychological Climate in a Retail Service
Environment: A Multiple Stakeholder Perspective’ (1992) 77 Journal Applied
Psychology 717. For distinctions/discussion of psychological climate, see Field and
Relations 181; James and Jones, ‘Organizational Climate: A Review of Theory and
Research’ (1974) 81 Psychological Bulletin 1096; Schnieder, ‘The Perception of
Organizational Climate: The Customer’s View’ (1973) 57 Journal of Applied
Psychology 248.

294 Colquitt and others, ‘Justice in Teams: Antecedents and Consequences of

295 Chan, ‘Functional Relations Amongst Constructs in the Same Content Domain at
Different Levels of Analysis. A Typology of Composition Models’ (1998) 83 Journal of
Applied Psychology 246; Schneider, ‘The Climate for Service: An Application of the
Climate Construct’ in Schneider, Organizational Climate and Culture (Jossey-Bass, San

Perspective’ (1992) 35(1) Academic Management Journal 38 – two vignettes used to
test social context conditions on ethical behaviour. Variables were role
responsibility (were they required to report violations) and whether peer’s
behaviour would harm group in some way. Both context variables influenced
willingness to report; see also Gino and Bazerman, ‘When Misconduct Goes
Unnoticed: The Acceptability of Gradual Erosion in Others’ Unethical Behavior’ (July

297 Tenbrunsel cited n 213.

298 Beans cited n 170 – ‘individuals cynical about colleagues ethics less likely to be
ethical themselves’; Jones and Kavanagh, ‘An Experimental Examination of the Effects
of Individual and Situational Factors on Unethical Behavioural Intentions in the
and manager influence positively and significantly impacted on behavioural
intentions; Andersson and Bateman, ‘Cynicism in the Workplace: Some Causes and
Effects’ (1997) 18 Journal of Organizational Behaviour 449 – ‘individuals high in
cynicism more likely to perform unethical acts when requested to do so by
management’; Jackson, ‘Management Ethics and Corporate Policy: A Cross Cultural
from co-workers, particularly in relation to expediency and corner-
cutting, attempts to avoid unpleasant consequences and attempts by
young lawyers to avoid revealing ignorances or to please clients or the
court also form an important component of ethical cultural context.
Finally, there is mixed research on the extent to which organisational
factors permeate ethical climate.299

The kind of indicators that have been used include:

- The extent to which individuals observe unethical behaviour
  and whether it is perceived to be punished;300

- Beliefs that management rewards unethical behaviour and
  unethical behaviour on the part of individuals;301

- The location of telephone reporting or advice systems (internal
  ethics, a legal department or an audit departments were
  common choices) and the language by which such systems are
  labeled;302

- Perceived procedural fairness of misconduct mechanisms;303

- Whether respondents said their organisation had a compliance/
policing culture and less of an encouragement approach to
  ethics.304

- Whether staff knew where to turn for advice about problematic

---

299 Schminke, cited n 78 looked at centralisation, formality and size of organisation as
predictors of ethicality and found no relationship. Weber found that members of
larger organizations displayed less sophisticated moral reasoning than smaller:
Weber, 'Managers Moral Reasoning: Assessing their Responses to Three Moral
Dilemmas' (1990) 43 Human Relations 687.

300 Parker cited n Error! Bookmark not defined. – over half respondents (in 2009)
reported that they were aware of someone having been disciplined for unethical
conduct in past 5 years. See also Shafer, cited n 64 – probability and magnitude of
consequences significantly influenced behavioural intention'; May and Pauli, ‘The
Role of Moral Intensity in Ethical Decision Making' (2002) 41(1) Business and Society
84 (moral intention is influenced by factors including consequences and social
norms).

301 Ashkanasy cited n 213 (an example would be promoting someone for remaining
discreet about a CEO’s unethical behavior, see Dean cited n 209; Barnett, cited n 64 –
‘magnitude of consequences, social consensus and proximity were indicators of
behavioural intentions'; Beams cited n 170: ‘individuals expecting higher gains more
likely to engage in unethical behavior; Shapeero and others, 'Underreporting and
478 – ‘greater likelihood of reward results in greater intention to engage in unethical
behaviour’ citations and summaries from O’Fallon and Butterfield, cited n 4.

302 Weaver, cited n 245, pp 290.

303 See n 302.

304 See n 302.
issues; whether they felt able to discuss ethically complex work with senior staff; whether they could talk with colleagues about the ethical basis of decisions; whether they could raise ethical issues in confidence; whether they felt that their concerns once raised would be given due attention; whether they would be treated with respect and courtesy; and, whether, in the event of a conflict, the firm was likely to exert pressure to pursue its own over the client’s interest.\textsuperscript{305}

An organisation’s ethical ‘vision’ - how an organisation sees itself and encourages its employees, customers, competitors and regulators to see it - is also suggested as important by the literature.\textsuperscript{306} Some studies look for signs that vision manifests itself in formal structure and documents (through the existence of codes of conduct or relevant policy statements, as noted above or job descriptions)\textsuperscript{307} as well as the extent to which they emphasise or make claims for ‘ethicality’ in their communications and policies;\textsuperscript{308}

Usually the approach suggested is more nuanced and looks for:

- evidence of leadership (usually as perceived by ‘ordinary’ employees),\textsuperscript{309}
- perceptions of communication,\textsuperscript{310} education or active training of staff; and,
- leadership involvement in ethical training or ‘role modelling’ as

\textsuperscript{305} Parker, cited 27.
\textsuperscript{306} Evans, cited n 59, pg 16 cites Anthony Kearns, National Risk Manager, Legal Practitioners’ Liability Committee, Melbourne, March 2009. However, ‘unethical’ visions impact on employee ethicality in the same way. See Roozen and others, The Ethical Dimensions of Decision Processes of Employees’ (2001) 33(2) Journal of Business Ethics 87: employees with a high organizational commitment behave less ethically than their low organizational commitment colleagues when working for an organisation which has profit maximisation as its organisational objective. See O’Fallon cited n 4.
\textsuperscript{307} On organisational ethics policies, see also Chun, ‘Ethical Character and Virtue of Organizations: An Empirical Assessment and Strategic Implications.’ (2005) 57 Journal of Business Ethics 269; Peterson cited n 264; Carlo Patetta Rotta cited n 11 gives the example of BP: “BP wants to be recognized as a great company – competitively successful and a force for progress. We have a fundamental belief that we can make a difference in the world. We help the world meet its growing need for heat, light and mobility. We strive to do that by producing energy that is affordable, secure and doesn’t damage the environment.”
\textsuperscript{309} Vision and leadership are ethical indicators used in the National Business Ethics Survey cited n 245.
\textsuperscript{310} Verbeke and others, cited n 4– internal communication positively affected ethical decision making, cited in O’Fallon and Butterfield, cited n 4.
an important signal of ethical culture.311

An interesting question is what occurs in the absence of leadership. Weaver et al speculate that informal factors such as grapevines fill a vacuum left by lack of formal infrastructure. Employees ‘guess’ what their superiors think about ethics and act accordingly.312 Other signals, such as economic incentives, may have stronger purchase in such a vacuum.

ATTITUDES

As already noted, much of the business literature concentrates on an organisation’s ethical infrastructure and culture. The Table 11 Approach looks at regulatory culture in a way which stretches beyond the organisation to a broader regulatory context.

The Table 11 approach examines attitudes to compliance as an important indicator of actual compliance. The method was developed for the Dutch Ministry of Justice where it has been used as a tool to aid the formulation of regulatory policy.313 As we will see, it has also been used in regulation of legal service providers here and in Australia.

The Table 11 approach sees compliance sometimes being influenced spontaneously (i.e., compliance occurs without any enforcement activity); and sometimes through enforced compliance (compliance occurs through enforcement activity). Thus, spontaneous compliance or non-compliance can be affected by:

- **Economic (material) motives** – the respondent’s commitment to maximizing its economic or material utility;
- **Social motives** - the respondent’s commitment to earning the approval and respect of others; and
- **Normative motives** - the respondent’s commitment to obeying the law because doing so makes the firm realise its normative understanding of what is it to “do the right thing”.

The importance of each factor can be more or less important for different sectors of the regulated community and interact with each other. They can be more or less important depending on the issue under consideration and the reasons for that can differ. A practitioner

---


312 Weaver cited n 245.

313 Ruimschotel; Law Enforcement Expertise Centre, Dutch Ministry of Justice (2004), ‘The ’Table of Eleven’: A Versatile Tool’. Available at www.it11.nl.
might be more inclined to spontaneously comply with confidentiality obligations to a client, for instance, than with obligations under conflict of interest rules. The latter may be more expensive to comply with and the practitioners’ normative belief that compliance is always important may be weaker. With confidentiality, the lawyer has a commercial and reputational interest in keeping a client’s affairs confidential, but also probably has a strong ideological commitment to the importance of confidentiality. Thus, the instrument purports to isolate, define and quantify different sources of regulatory strength or weakness exposed by analysing respondent attitudes to a variety of factors discussed below.314

Table 11 has been used by the SRA on a stratified random sample of 200 firms and by Parker et al315 in a qualitative study of conveyancing regulation involving 18 estate agents and agents’ representatives and 20 conveyancers. The SRA in particular have sought to evidence a link between Table 11 findings and reported compliance within the firms’ survey. Their findings were consistent with the view that:

“...many firms accept compliance as ‘the right thing to do’, rather than something imposed on them, indicating that they have strong ethical motivations to comply. Many firms accept regulation because of their pride in being part of the solicitor’s profession, and the role of regulation in upholding the standards of the profession. This relates to both upholding standards by removing any ‘rogue’ element (a common theme in responses), and contributing to public perception of solicitors as having high standards. We would expect most firms to want to protect their own reputation, and indeed this did come across, but there was an additional desire to protect the reputation of the profession as a whole, through regulation and through their own compliance.”316

Conversely, the findings need to be replicated without the “‘regulator bias’ that the SRA indicates is a feature of the methodology”.317 Whilst these views are, to a degree, self-serving, they are supported by reality-testing. Firms’ awareness of their own level of compliance was generally reasonably accurate when compared with the level of compliance problems that the SRA found. Even so, about 40% were

315 Parker and Nielsen, cited n 314 above.
poor at assessing their own compliance. The SRA also tested attitudes as measured with the best available evidence on actual behaviour: their inspection results. They found no link; although it should be noted that inspection results were themselves most likely to pick up obvious non-compliances revealed by paperwork on files (such as problems with costs letters). As such they are an incomplete indicator of behaviour. The interesting question this leaves unanswered is: which is a better test of the Table 11 tool; a comparison with actual (albeit limited) data on behaviour or a comparison with firms’ own perceptions of compliance?

A difficulty with the Table 11 approach is that the interview instrument used to assess it can be very long. The SRA benchmarking study interview process took about three hours in a face to face context, though we suspect this time can be significantly reduced.

Furthermore, Parker et al, and the Dutch team responsible for evolving the instruments, identify a potential problem with using Table 11 to ascertain a general attitude to compliance. The risk is that firms may have specific attitudes to particular regulations which differ from their general attitude to compliance with professional regulation. So, for example, a firm’s view of the legitimacy of regulation of referral fees might differ significantly from their general attitude to client care. City firms were revealed to have very specific attitudes to conflicts of interest regulation, which may or may not have been reflective of broader attitudes to professional regulation.318

One approach is to apply Table 11 in specific regulatory contexts where regulators wish to evaluate regulatory strategy (for example, referral fees; or referral fees in personal injury work). Parker et al recommend a qualitative process of refining the Table 11 indicators so that they are tailored to the more specific context and the particular regulated constituencies. In depth interviews are used to reduce and shape the number of questions asked so that they target the key issues identified under Table 11 that are relevant to any particular regulatory problem.

There are various other studies which deal with ethics in a business context, tending to focus on perceptions of ethics or trust rather than infrastructure. IBE and Ipsos MORI319 annual survey of the British public focuses on perceptions of ethics in business. The Edelman Trust 318 Griffiths-Baker cited n 67; see also Loughley, ‘Large Law Firms, Sophisticated Clients, and the Regulation of Conflicts of Interest in England and Wales’ (2011) 14(2) Legal Ethics 215.

Barometer (Global)\textsuperscript{320} uses an online survey with an unusual sampling approach emphasising the views of the University educated.\textsuperscript{321} Other surveys include St Paul’s Institute Value and Values: Perceptions of Ethics in the City Today an online survey of 515 London financial services professionals dealing with views on remuneration, corporate ethics and corporate social responsibility. KPMG\textsuperscript{322} analysed corporate responsibility reports of 3,400 large companies in 34 countries; Grant Thornton benchmarked 298 UK FTSE 350 companies, against the 2010 UK Corporate Governance Code.\textsuperscript{323}

This review of the literature has discussed a wide range of possible methods for evaluating ethics. The next section discusses the implications of the main approaches for the legal services context.

\textsuperscript{321} Questions include ‘do you trust business to do what is right?’ and ranking what companies need to do to improve trust.
4. IMPLICATIONS FROM THE ANALYSIS

This section of the report summarises the main issues of practical importance to taking forward an ethical benchmarking project. We list the main options identified as having potential application in the current contexts. There are a number of key arguments which inform this analysis:

- Available methods, when applied across the whole legal services market, are not likely to provide definitive indications of the ethicality or otherwise of an individual, organisation or sector within that market. Indicators can signal risks or potential pressure points in the system but would need to be interpreted against a range of information available to regulators.

- Unless methods are very detailed (and resource intensive) and specifically targeted at narrowly defined ethical issues, evidence collected needs to be seen as an indicator of ethicality or ethical risk, rather than a definitive statement.

- There needs to be a range of methods applied for a meaningful understanding of ethical tensions within the system.

- Seeking to test compliance against specific rules in a range of contexts across the legal services market is impractical. It would require too many instruments with very detailed datasets. Similarly, the increasing emphasis of regulators on principle-based approaches, may make a compliance type approach less appropriate to this project. As a result, looking across legal service markets and suppliers is likely to mean that any content of ethical benchmarks specific to the ethics of the justice system are best constructed towards the general level of principles, rather than the specific detail of rules.

- Equally the very general statements of principles in the Legal Services Act and in, for example, the Solicitors’ Code may not be sufficiently detailed for the purposes of a benchmark. It is possible to conceive of an intermediate level of ethical concepts somewhere between rules and principles which might be applicable across legal service providers and markets. To give the reader an idea of the kinds of concept that might emerge we have begun the process of reducing the professions’ codes to a set of more common and simplified concepts (Appendix A, page 98). This process of reduction could be refined further. Nor would we preclude a wider set of concepts being drawn from beyond the codes. It is only an illustration.
The basic point is that, to assess across a range of markets and providers one has to collect and analyse data at a level of generality. Such general indicators would not be fine-grained enough to point to actual breaches of professional obligations but would indicate the risk that such breaches were more likely. More detailed investigations of compliance in a particular sector might well be suggested by such indicators; and then an approach more specifically targeted at the particular area would need to be devised. This is not to say that compliance is irrelevant to a benchmark. Complaints, risk assessment and monitoring data could be used as indicators of ethical concern and checks on the efficacy of benchmarking data. In this way compliance issues are likely to form part of the ethical benchmarking process without being the major thrust of it simply because it is impossible to research actual levels of compliance across the breadth of legal service markets.

---

**ASSESSING THE ETHICALITY OF BEHAVIOUR**

There are limited opportunities for collecting data on the ethicality of behaviour. Collecting information which is comparable across different legal service markets is doubly difficult. Feasible options include:

1. Contrasting/scoping perceived ethicality by asking a representative sample of individual respondents to **rate the level of ethicality in their own area of work** against particular benchmarks (such as those in Appendix A\(^{324}\)) by interview or survey. This would not involve them in reporting directly on their own ethics, so overcoming some of the likely biases against self-reporting. This might be supplemented by the collection of data from these respondents about common and serious ethical breaches in their fields of which they are aware.\(^{325}\) These approaches are not likely to lead to a full disclosure of ethicality. Even if they disclose breaches of which they are aware, they will not disclose behaviour that they do not perceive as problematic. Similarly, the link between perceptions of ethicality and actual behaviour is untested. There is a particular risk of self-serving responses, especially in research commissioned by or for a regulator or the LSB. To a degree this is a problem with most methods, though more so with a method like this where the most favourable answer to a research question is very clear. Findings could be tested or compared against other data on risk and complaints available from regulators.

---

\(^{324}\) Appendix A, pg. 108.

\(^{325}\) These two approaches build on the Michigan Study, cited n 211 and a modified version of Satterwhite’s approach, see n 87.
2. Another approach is to **ask stakeholders** about the ethics of lawyers. This might involve asking stakeholders for their assessment of actual behaviour or asking them what principles or style of reasoning is or should be applied by lawyers. In large part, information asymmetries inhibit the meaningfulness of this information: stakeholders have, usually at best, hazy understandings of the ethicality of others. One area that is worth considering is collecting information from more sophisticated clients. Developing sample frames for these would be difficult. One approach would be to concentrate on in-house lawyers who are members of (say) the GC100. It might be said that this concentrates on too particular a segment of the market. Conversely, it is a segment of the market of interest in its own right (as a supplier and a purchaser of legal services). So GC100 members could be asked to go through a similar process to other lawyers as indicated above and be asked about ethical issues in the services they buy.

3. Model clients (simulated clients sent incognito to firms) would provide insight into ethical issues but are probably too expensive and context specific to be suggested as a benchmarking tool. They might be employed to investigate particular issues in particular sectors (e.g. cross selling wills/in probate services).

4. Simulated/hypothetical client encounters is another way of getting close to ethical behaviour. These are like model clients but the research subject is aware that the encounter is simulated. In resource terms this is likely to be best employed by asking research subjects to engage with short case stories (vignettes) and could be used in conjunction with interviews surveys used in other items in this list (for example 1, 2, 8, 10 and 11).

5. There is some data on actual incidence of ethically questionable behaviour – such as complaints to LeO. Such data typically passes through a number of filters which inhibit its utility as a ‘pure’ indicator of ethical concern. Clients may not recognise ethical problems and complain, where they do complain firms may be able to manage out ethical complaints or clients may give up on their complaints. Further the Ombudsman may see the complaint as a service rather than a conduct complaint, and so on. Nevertheless such data could be included in a suite of data to be considered whenever a benchmark analysis is

---

conducted. Some data is available for analysis already. It is possible to identify from LeO data:

a. In broad terms, the types of work giving rise to conduct concerns;

b. the number of such cases; and,

c. the number of cases being referred onto the front line regulators.

Complaints data is only (currently) available for regulated providers. The available data could be improved and processes of training and auditing as regards the accuracy of coding would need to be considered. The nature of the information collected could also be improved. It is possible to envisage more detailed coding of conduct complaints data which is modest at the moment. There is no system of coding the nature and seriousness of conduct complaints within LeO for instance. Improving data capture and analysis would have resource implications for regulators and LeO. Review and coding of a sample of complaints would also be a possibility: conducted by the Ombudsman or (say) researchers.

6. Data might be collectable from other regulatory monitoring sources. Should the QASA scheme be established, judicial evaluation is required to record a judgment on whether an advocate, “was professional at all times and sensitive to equality and diversity principles” (as the forms currently stand). Given the stage that this scheme is in its development, we do not think this can be sensibly pursued at this stage. Legal Aid Peer Review data might be mined for ethics data, but this data source, if targeted through risk assessment, only covers legal aid work and is likely to prove expensive to mine (if indeed the data is available in researchable form).

7. Helpline data might also be used as an indicator of ethical pressure. It is determined by the kinds of concerns that practitioners seek advice on, rather than problems they are not aware of or do not wish to raise with the regulator. We suspect that it deals with pre-emptive breaches rather than advice after the event most of the time. This is coded by volume and nature of concerns by the SRA for example. An interesting issue is the extent to which helplines reveal different ethical issues from those the caller presents with. This might form one focus of further work developing data capture from helpline calls.

Beyond asking about or seeking to investigate behaviour one has to look at proxies or precursors for ethical behaviour. These will be
factors which can be expected to influence ethicality. This involves looking at the motivation and capacities of individuals and the systems they work in. Empirically, approaches tend to concentrate on: measurements of ethical **character** (values and attitudes); elements of **context** (infrastructure, economic and social incentives and cultures) and **capacity** (the extent to which individuals – are capable of ethical decision-making). These three elements interact suggesting that a range of precursors to ethicality might need to be examined. What approaches might be considered? And what do they tell us?

8. There are tests such as **values indicators** and indicators of propensity to risk which may give interesting indications of the underlying character dispositions of individuals relevant to ethicality. We suspect research subjects would be reticent about engaging with such measures. They are also less overtly linked to ethical behaviour than the other precursor indicators we have been considering.

9. There are various tests of **moral reasoning** which identify either qualitatively or quantitatively the level of moral reasoning that individuals are capable of. The Defining Issues Test in particular can be used to distinguish between those who see ethicality as complying with “existing rules and roles” and those who can recognise a ‘higher’ level of reasoning which is more principled in nature. The latter might be a good fit with Outcome Focused Regulation. Such a test can look at general moral reasoning or can be adapted to a professionally specific context. This adaptation would require development work.

We would anticipate this involving the evolution of statements about ethical concepts consistent with weaker and stronger practice (This would have significant overlap with the process outlined above at para. 1). A range of practitioners might be asked to reason their responses to legal ethics dilemmas; those responses could be analysed (perhaps with some peer review involvement from regulators) and formulated into ethical concepts that could be used in much the same way as the Defining Issues Test uses them. This would involve the researcher working with practitioners, regulators and other stakeholders to identify ‘better’ responses to ethical problems (such as outcome focused responses that accord with the general principles underpinning the Act and professional codes rather than compliance-focused responses).

10. Consideration could be given to including **broader sets of values than those identified in professional principles**. Multidimensional ethics scales have been used to successfully predict **why** research subjects form the view that a particular
decision is ethical or unethical. They rely on more general indicators of judgment around 'justice'; 'relativism'; 'egoism' (including commercial motivations); 'utilitarianism' and 'deontological' concerns. Applications of the approach suggest these criteria can be refined and produced for application in particular contexts. Interestingly, for our purposes they provide some insight into commercial and environmental influences on individual decisions (especially interpersonal/cultural issues). This may mean they have added utility when comparing across regulated and unregulated sectors.

11. It is possible to **test knowledge** of relevant ethical frameworks and knowledge is clearly a precursor to ethical behaviour. Existing systems of regulation contain entry level tests of some relevant knowledge. Testing knowledge requires different tests to take account of different fact circumstances and varied rules across different regulated sectors. The knowledge that should be expected of the unregulated sector is also open to question. To a degree, a vignette based approach that encourages respondents to identify ethical concepts, would test the application of underlying knowledge. It might also be possible to include some specific knowledge-based elements, though choosing and prioritising which should be included might be difficult.

12. It is possible to **examine ethical infrastructure** (the policies and institutional arrangements for dealing with ethical issues) within legal service providers. This could explore what ethical infrastructure is in existence and how/if that infrastructure is used. There are some existing frameworks which might be applied through surveys of individuals and organisations (say at COLP level for any SRA regulated providers, and senior level for others). Existing studies have concentrated on organisational ethics codes; compliance officers; inspection regimes; hotlines; internal enforcement; and self-assessment/internal evaluation of ethical compliance.

Such tools would need to be sensitive to organisational size and complexity. This can be achieved by appropriate analysis of data and designing interview/survey schedules which take account of different approaches. The research suggests the importance of looking at ethical infrastructure from a bottom up as well as a top down perspective. This would suggest either interviewing only individuals or interviewing samples of individuals within organisations and comparing their views with the views of senior manager(s) within the organisation to
see how far ethical systems are fully implemented within organisations.

13. A second level of data about the context within which individuals take decisions is built around economic and interpersonal influences and dynamics. This would involve looking at social and economic incentives likely to impact on ethicality. The kinds of things we might envisage collecting data on might include:

a. Performance monitoring and incentives (such as billing, hourly charging, case closure targets and the like);

b. Charging models;

c. Approach to referrals in, within and without the organisation;

d. Measures of culture/interpersonal relationships (such as instruments that measure concepts such as ‘benevolence’ in some business studies).

e. Related to character and context, it is possible to measure regulatory leadership and ‘ethical climate’ indicators;

f. Regulatory attitudes as a potential predictor of compliance. Table 11 is one particular approach which could be applied on sub-samples of respondents asked to focus on one particular ethical issue; with another sub-sample asked to look at a different issue. The tool is also long and would need simplifying in order to make it workable on large numbers of respondents.

We further distil this list of options into a set of recommendations in the next (and final) section.
5. OVERVIEW AND CONCLUSIONS

This section draws together our analysis. It advocates an approach which is multi-dimensional and recognises the interaction between the dimensions underlying ethical behaviour. As such it recommends a suite, or dashboard, of indicators looking at behaviour; character values; context and individual ethical capacity.

The issues we concentrate on are:

- Why ethics benchmarks are important to professional regulators in the current market and regulatory climate;
- Which tools are most likely to be effective; and,
- Sampling and methodological issues around delivery.
- A process for designing and testing the indicators is set out at the end of the chapter.

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES TO THE REGULATOR IN BENCHMARKING ETHICS?

Frontline legal service regulators’ understandings of the ethicality of their members are modest, yet common to many professional regulators. There are more developed approaches evolving in other jurisdictions and in other regulatory fields.

Most systematic information is derived from complaints and regulatory infractions. Complaints do not fully capture either the depth or breadth of ethical risk. Complaints data is only available in professional markets and is largely confined to lay clients.\(^{327}\) Clients do not always recognise ethical problems and the same is true of lawyers. Even when they do recognise potential problems in other organisations a significant proportion of lawyers are reluctant to report them. Other options available to regulators such as risk assessment and monitoring visits build up a wider picture but also have their limitations. Outside of the regulated sector, obtaining meaningful complaints information presents an even greater challenge.

\(^{327}\) See for example, Mather, cited n 85, pp 118; Arnold and Hagan, ‘Careers of Misconduct: The Structure of Prosecuted Professional Deviance Among Lawyers’ (1992) 57 American Sociological Review 771.
The need for greater understanding of ethical risk is underlined by difficulties experienced in other sectors (banking and the press in particular, where lawyers have also been implicated\(^{328}\)) as well as the potential for rapidly shifting business models associated with liberalisation of legal services. Risks include the following:

- Greater competition and weaker, more heterogeneous provider identities may lead to increased pressure and incentives for legal service providers to breach rules and principles governing the conduct of legal work (knowingly or unknowingly; willingly or with reluctance). Thus diversity and innovation may pose risks of ethical relativism. Competitive pressure and/or the fear that a new provider is ‘getting away with it’ may encourage more unethical conduct over time.

- The values of service providers and the legal system may disengage from the values of the public (sometimes problematically, sometimes not). Debates about adversarialism in litigation for example (contrast the debate about Counsel for Levi Bellfield’s cross examination of Milly Dowler’s father, the reception of ACS: Law’s conduct of pornographic file sharing claims and the approach of some firms to miners’ compensation claims). Where there is perceived to be regulatory failure, the legitimacy of law and legal services will be undermined. Greater sensitivity to ethics is likely to mitigate that risk.

- The evolution of ABSs, new models of funding and the greater use of information technology to manage or deliver services are likely to present challenges not yet comprehended by the rules.

Conversely:

- Encouraging ethicality, and monitoring it, may encourage an ability, amongst the regulated and the regulators, to spot problems which do not fit current regulatory categories and tackle them.

- Similarly, greater competition and innovation may improve the ethicality of legal services providers, but such improvement would go un-evidenced.

● There is the potential to monitor and support the implication of Outcomes Focused Regulation.

● There is evidence that the application of some tools can provide opportunities for engagement and reflection within the provider community, thereby improving ethicality of practice.329

For resource-limited risk-based regulators, it is not enough to suggest that ethical challenges are likely to be important to the evolving legal market place. A critical question is whether better monitoring ethics can improve their ability to regulate. This leads us into the next question: are there research tools that can deliver useful information to regulators?

WHAT CAN AN ETHICS BENCHMARK DELIVER?

There are significant difficulties in identifying direct measures of ethical behaviour, though some survey/interview evidence may be usefully collected (see below).

More can be done on the critical precursors of ethical behaviour which it is possible to use as indicators of likely ethicality. As such these indicators would be evidence of risk. We have broken these down into three categories: character, contexts and capacities (the 3Cs), whilst also emphasizing the potential for these to interact. They are represented in Figure 2. There is no implication to be drawn from the different size of the cogs in this drawing.

329 Parker cited n32
Understanding these three dimensions should significantly improve understandings of legal service providers’ adherence to core ethical obligations. This assessment of regulatory risk would be significantly more informed and better targeted at relevant issues and/or sectors of the market.

There is another advantage to using precursors. Given that precursors look at underlying attitudes, systems and capacities, the approach should also lead to a more informed position when it comes to improving the ethicality of practice. In this sense, an indicator which says, behaviour is worsening is less helpful than an indicator which says improving $X$ about lawyers working environments would reduce ethical risk. The approach provides a better understanding of the underlying dynamics between character, context and capacity.

Looked at this way, ethics indicators can address a range of important questions:

- Is **ethical character** (which here includes values and attitudes) changing and is this change towards or away from a more risky and/or less ethical disposition? Do some sections of the market have different ethical values or priorities when compared with another?
- Is the **capacity** of individuals to recognize and deal with ethical problems changing and is it increasing or decreasing? For
example, are individuals capable of taking a compliance or principled approach to ethical problems (I should not do this because it is harmful to my clients and/or the public interest vs I can do this because it is not forbidden).

- Is the context in which individuals work leading to increased or decreased risk of ethical behaviour? Capacity explores whether a person can behave ethically, but incentives, culture and ethical infrastructure exert influence on how likely a person is to behave ethically.

These broad indicators have, depending on how they are designed, their own constituent parts and can give rise to a finer-grained or more nuanced analysis. These three elements interact: I have to have the know how to be ethical; I have to want to be ethical; and I have to be allowed, encouraged or required to be ethical by my context if I am going to be ethical. These interactions strongly suggest the importance of developing a suite of indicators across the 3Cs.

In broad terms, it will be seen that analysis of these indicators can give a direction of travel which can sometimes be reduced to a positive or negative: (e.g. the evidence supports the view that ethical infrastructure is improving, say). However, a substantial qualitative understanding of ethical change is also important. We emphasise this partly as a reminder that, as is true for all indicators, they are not decisive and have to be supplemented by informed interpretation. Secondly, there is a methodological need in developing and evolving the instrument to build in understandings which are both quantitative and qualitative.

The interactions between character, capacity and context are evident but underexplored. Applied ethics work in the legal field, is underdeveloped. Qualitative data which enabled links to be drawn across the indicators would help place the benchmark at the cutting edge of regulatory practice. It would provide a much fuller understanding of the ethical climate than numbers on a chart. Qualitative depth within some of the instruments will also aid the evolution of any benchmark over time.

With appropriate sampling and depth, these approaches have utility for both the market as a whole and segmented, narrower regulatory issues. Indicators could also be tracked over time to see trends. Often these trends would suggest a shift from good to bad (or vice versa). Sometimes the tools identify qualitative shifts (say, from ethical issue x being important to ethical issue y now being more important).
WHICH APPROACHES ARE LIKELY TO WORK BEST?

The report has set out a wide range of approaches which have been employed in business, experimental or, to a lesser extent, legal contexts. We set out here a narrower range of the options which are most consonant with the overall project aims. That is, in our view, they fit best with legal services and can be applied to examine ethicality across the legal services market.

This has led our focus away from the more abstract psychometric and applied philosophical approaches and the in-depth investigatory techniques of much socio-legal work. The latter may be more appropriate once particular areas of concern are identified and need to be explored in-depth. The former approaches have influenced some of the suggested design of instruments below, but adapted for legal contexts.

The main approaches we recommend below anticipate a qualitative design stage (interviews or focus groups) before proceeding to a survey/interview approach. There is potential to combine approaches within the same interview and survey processes; subject to not designing unwieldy, long instruments.

CHARACTER, ATTITUDE AND VALUES

General assessments of values have been developed in, for example, social psychology as have more business and profession-oriented tools for assessing values in particular contexts as well as tests of attitudes to regulation.

Social psychological approaches to understanding a person’s values have the advantage of having been the most rigorously tested and related to behaviour (although these relationships have usually only been tested in experimental settings). They are however somewhat abstract (e.g. testing how individualistic a person is, for instance, can predict increased likelihood of ethicality).

They can also give the appearance of testing “character” as an immutable input which firms and regulators may regard as beyond their appropriate concern. In fact, indicators of underlying values can and do change in individuals and within organizations. Firms might sensibly want to have a mixture of character types in key positions where this has a demonstrable link with the ethicality of their performance. Nevertheless, regulators and firms might be concerned by the abstraction and matters which they cannot control (other than through recruitment decisions). We consider the more applied approaches to be more immediately viable and so we concentrate here on these.
AN ETHICAL VALUES TOOL

A survey tool could be developed which would explore the extent to which ethical values are constant or dissonant across the market and across different providers.

Interviews would first be used (or possibly focus groups) to explore which ethics concepts were a) relevant to the respondents’ work areas and b) their relative importance. It would be useful to explore both professionally defined ethical obligations (perhaps a refined version of those set out in Appendix A) and other approaches, such as those derived from business and elsewhere.

Sampling of interviews across the sectors would target diverse constituencies to look for potentially significant differences in how respondents conceived of ethics, or difference in emphasis.

From this, survey instruments could be designed for stratified random samples of relevant legal service providers to quantify the extent to which differences/similarities occur across legal services markets. Analysis would then provide a view on whether dissonance was problematic or explained by (say) structural conditions within the market.

This measure would not present a clear scale of ethicality, but it would provide a map of what is recognized as ethical within different markets which might shift over time. Such shifts could be tracked (so, for example, the importance of confidentiality, or excellent service, or independence might scale up or down over time and might vary across sectors).

MEASURES OF REGULATORY ATTITUDE

Attitudes to regulation may play an important part in predicting how ethical a person is likely to be. The SRA’s use of Table 11 is discussed above. It identifies a link between attitude and perceived compliance but not between attitudes and available data on actual compliance. There are a number of possible explanations for this. An absence of a link may be because non-compliance revealed on inspection visits is not a good indicator of overall non-compliance. It may be that the attitudes revealed to a regulator in an inspection visit are not good indicators of actual attitudes or it may be that attitudes, as measured by the Table 11 approach are not –either generally or on their own – indicators of likely behaviour (or for our purposes ethicality).

The SRA is working to overcome some of the limitations of the initial survey and this may lead to greater confidence about the links

330 See Appendix A at pg 101.
between attitude and compliance behaviour as well as being able to ‘refine down’ the Table 11 instrument to a shorter and more manageable size. This work could inform the evolution of survey instruments that might be applied across the professions in any ethical tracking instrument. Other indicators of attitude are discussed under the heading of organisational cultures below.

CAPACITY

Character may motivate someone towards or against being ethical but to be ethical a person has to have the necessary knowledge and skills to take ethical decisions. Methods applied across a range of disciplines suggests that asking respondents to a survey to provide responses to a vignette/case study can test both recognition of ethical problems (thus tapping into knowledge) and evaluate how well they reason or can recognise appropriate ethical reasoning in relation to those problems. Such an approach does not overcome self-serving responses but it is able to indicate how capable a person is of reasoning ethically.

Ethical dilemmas would need to be designed which could be applied across a range of suppliers and/or types of work. Legal ethics reasoning assessments would need to be recognisably legal but applicable across a range of areas of legal work (e.g. problems on charging, conflicts of interest, and cross-selling may not need to be context specific). Dilemmas could be selected via collaboration with regulator-complaints handlers as examples of typical and/or finely balanced cases which are based on real (anonymised) cases. Finely balanced cases have the advantage of not being a test of the ‘right’ answer but enabling a test of the extent of an individual’s ability to reason through the problems.

As with the previous approach the instruments would profit from a careful, qualitatively informed design stage. Once appropriate problems could be identified, a range of practitioners would be asked how they would decide the issue (from a menu of options) and be asked to reason their responses to legal ethics dilemmas; those responses would be recorded and analysed (perhaps with some peer review involvement from practitioners and/or regulators). If, as we would predict, typical but distinct patterns of response emerged, these would be formulated into ethical concepts that could be used in much the same way as the Defining Issues Test uses them.

This can, we believe, be developed into a tool which could then quantitatively assess the extent to which respondents recognise and/or accept particular ways of reasoning. We would recommend that survey instruments contain some free text qualitative reasoning and explanation sections to aid development of the instruments and provide additional insight.
A legal vignette approach may also gauge, for example, the extent to which respondents are capable of the principled analysis expected under outcome focused regulation. If expert reviewers commenting on the design stage were confident that distinct approaches were better or worse, we would be able to develop a scale of ethical reasoning applicable in legal contexts.

The outcomes of this would depend on the precise design of the vignettes but possibilities include:

a) Proportions recognising particular ethical problems;

b) Capacity to recognise and apply relevant rules/outcomes. Levels of failure to recognise and apply particular concepts would suggest a greater risk of unethical behaviour (more non-compliance and greater harm to clients/public interest);

c) A broad classification of the quality of reasoning

Vignettes are hypothetical situations, and might be criticised for their artificiality. Artificiality is likely to be a problem for all methods employed here (survey respondents can give an artificial, self-serving answer to a survey question). Artificiality can be mitigated by good design and possibly by the use of virtual reality techniques. Indeed, vignettes tend to be less vulnerable to the potential self-reporting biases of the earlier methods. In very crude terms, you would get an indication which said, providers of type X were more likely to reason in (say) a principled as opposed to formalistic way; they placed more emphasis on the interests of the public; their judgments were less in accordance with the judgment of our peer review panel.

A drawback of this approach is that it would require much significant work through the design and testing of vignettes, the evolution of ethical statements through qualitative work and then the testing in pilot form.

A modification of this approach would be to split the vignettes into those that are asked to be answered very quickly and those that are asked on the basis of reflection. The former would be a test of ethical intuition which might just ask what would you do, rather than what would you do and why. This would enable an assessment of the importance of intuition, rather than reasoning, to ethical decision making if compared against behavioural data.

INVOLVING CONSUMERS

An interesting counterpoint to the approaches above would be to ask consumers what they thought were the appropriate answers to ethical
dilemmas, to see how their answers might be similar to and different from practitioners'. The values they find important do have some prima facie claim to be recognised, whilst not being determinative of a 'correct answer'.

**CONTEXT**

Character and capacity interact in a context: the environment within which the individual takes their decision. This context includes economic incentives to behave a certain way; the infrastructure – policies and management mechanisms - for supporting (or policing) ethicality of behaviour; and the culture of any organisational context (how infrastructure and incentives are interpreted and influenced in their social environment). There is some overlap between this element and attitudes as discussed in the character section above.

This would involve the design of a survey instrument that could include all or some of the following elements:

1. Measure the existence and perceived utility of ethical infrastructure in legal services organisations. Some elements of this would only be applicable to larger firms, but there would still be elements which would apply to all, or all but the smallest, firms.

2. Collect data on financial/economic pressures impacting on behaviour such as hours and billing targets; bonus payments; etc.

3. Collect data on culture and attitudes.

This element of a benchmark could yield data on the:

- strengthening or weakening of ethical infrastructures;
- what incentives operate on individuals;
- how incentives and infrastructures influence perceived behaviour; and,
- perceptions of ethical culture within organisations.

If such data were linked with other data from the tracking tools, it could also point to benefits or risks associated with particular systems, structures and cultures encouraging firms and/or regulators to

---

develop their approaches. In other words, this would perform an important developmental function if it assisted our understandings of how incentives, structures and cultures influenced conduct within firms.

Once again, a qualitative design phase could be supplemented by a survey approach (with qualitative elements within it).

---

**BEHAVIOUR**

As we have noted, there are significant difficulties in collecting and evaluating data on actual behaviour.\(^{332}\) These difficulties are best overcome in the context of focused, area-specific studies, where a range of data can be collected and evaluation can be focused on the specific areas of practice under consideration. Nevertheless, there are ways of collecting general data on behaviour which might be used as part of the benchmark or as a means of providing some cross-check on the utility of Benchmark indicators. We here identify data which could be collected as part of a project.

---

**SELF REPORTING OF ETHICAL CONCERNS**

It would be possible to ask respondents about common and serious ethical breaches that a) they had committed themselves or b) that they were aware of in their organisation or area of practice.\(^{333}\) A coding frame could be developed which would enable qualitative/interview data to be coded and so analysed into a quantitative indicator (this should be developed empirically but related to (say) the type of framework set out in Appendix A).\(^{334}\)

The SRA also has risk coding approaches which could form a basis for sorting and rating breaches) for collecting such data by a survey instrument, although this would restrict the data somewhat.

The data could be contrasted over time. It would enable the LSB to track the nature of reported serious and common ethical problems over time and monitor whether they were getting less or more serious. The difficulty with this approach is it relies on self-reporting of ethical

---


\(^{334}\) See Appendix A at pg 108.
breaches. We know from research in other fields that this can reveal some level of, and sometimes serious, misconduct.\textsuperscript{335} As a benchmarking tool, this would indicate the types of misconduct people were willing to reveal; and trends over time may well relate to underlying behaviour (although this would still be conjecture) unless people’s willingness to disclose breaches changed over time.

Asking respondents to report on their organisation or their area of practice removes some of the inhibition on reporting; although it also risks being more inaccurate or disingenuous given the likelihood that an individual knows relatively little about what breaches arise outside of their own work, especially beyond their own firm.\textsuperscript{336} A related problem here, would be conducting the research for the LSB; although if data collection and analysis is handled by an independent organisation and the normal assurances of confidentiality and anonymity are given this may not be too significant.

\textbf{ASK STAKEHOLDERS FOR REPORTS ON THE ETHICALITY OF LEGAL SERVICE PROVIDERS}

A related approach would be to ask informed stakeholders about the ethics of lawyers.\textsuperscript{337} Generally, information asymmetries suggest that third parties are not likely to be a good source of reliable information on the ethics of lawyers they come into contact with.\textsuperscript{338} This is partly due to lack of professional expertise and partly because they rarely know the whole story in any one case. One group to whom this might not apply so strongly is general counsel/in-house lawyers who, as mentioned above, act as both providers of legal services to their clients and often as purchasers of legal services.

There will be some self-reporting biases here; any in-house lawyer clients who encourage their firms to inappropriately prioritise the client interests over the public interest in the administration of justice, may not be inclined to say so. Also the issue of information asymmetry may not disappear completely. Nevertheless, in-house counsel may provide an interesting source of data on commercial law firms. Similar approaches could be tried in relation to the perceptions of barristers

\textsuperscript{335} Satterwhite and others, cited n. 87.
\textsuperscript{336} SRA Benchmarking Study, cited n 5.
\textsuperscript{337} Kilpatrick, ‘Professionalism from a Social Science Perspective’ (2001) 52 South Carolina Law Review 473. A noted problem with clients is the potential for double standards: clients may tolerate or even prefer an unethical lawyer when that lawyer acts in their own interests whilst expecting the same lawyer to manifest integrity in his dealings with them. Equally, victorious clients might be more generous in their appraisal of their lawyer as a ‘good’ person than those who are unsuccessful in court. See Evans, cited n 59, pp 172-3.
\textsuperscript{338} SRA Benchmarking study cited n 5; QASA cited n 95.
and solicitors of each other's ethicality; although intra-professional conflict may now militate against the utility of that.

**HELPLINE DATA AND OTHER REGULATOR**

Dip sampling of helpline(s) calls which were then analysed and coded might provide an interesting indication of the problems that practitioners seek advice on outside of their firm. This is rather different from the problems that they experience but do not need advice on and the problems they do not in fact recognise (although our experience of helpline calls is that they may reveal some of those).

Complaints data and risk data might similarly be used. However, recording of conduct complaints is not available across the legal services market. LeO data would come closest to surveying the field but the nature of the information that might be available is modest and not fine grained. We doubt the potential to compare this, even at a general level, with data from benchmarking mechanisms as data collection currently stands.

A number of areas of information could be improved. As an example, information collected on the referrals from LeO to the front line regulators is limited. One would expect the nature of complaints being referred through (and those not being referred to that contain conduct elements) to be of greater interest to the Ombudsman and the frontline regulators. That there was no Legal Ombudsman data, on what types of conduct complaints were referred, for instance, is a notable omission in our view.

**PUTTING THE INSTRUMENT TOGETHER**

We have conceived of the Benchmark as a suite of quantitative indicators; or dials on a dashboard (Figure 4). In the following diagram, those indicators are shown by the circles. Those indicators could provide key trends on character, capacity and the context of legal service providers, alongside data on behaviour that is already available or can be collected through surveys or interviews. The quantitative data will enable key trends and shifting patterns to be clearly articulated but it will be important for this information to be supplemented though insights from qualitative information to aid interpretation; as well as the ongoing evolution of the model.
As noted, data on the four elements can be collected through survey instruments which would ultimately, largely consist of structured questions on specific topics. Formulating the instruments to work across a range of contexts will require a qualitative design phase.

Interviews with a stratified sample of practitioners to represent a range of practice areas and practitioner types would be necessary. Whilst focus groups are sometimes more efficient as a means of collecting qualitative data, the sensitivity of the issues to be discussed in parts of this militate against use here.339

Interviews would explore:

- what ethical issues are important to practitioners on the ground and how they frame those issues to aid development of the ethical values tool and provide general context for the study;

339 Although for an example of where focus groups have been used in ethics assessment, see Evans, cited n 59, pp 45-48.
test out willingness to disclose common and more serious ethical breaches of which they are aware and to explore the possibility of coding these and developing an instrument that would enable them to be coded;

- what contextual factors (what infrastructure, culture and financial incentives) exert influence on the ethicality of behaviour. There is a wide literature and range of models that could be applied here.

Interviews could also explore (possibly separately for time reasons):

- how practitioners respond to vignettes with a view to evaluating utility of those vignettes for a survey and formulating defined responses for that survey

Analysis of the vignettes could include peer assessment of sample answers to review approaches to coding and see if hierarchies of response are reliably identifiable (good answers contain these defined statements (or omit these).

Following the design stage survey instruments would be designed, cognitively tested and piloted. The vignettes element would require a more extensive pilot to check defined issue responses would mirror more in-depth qualitative responses.

Surveys would then be run on stratified, but otherwise randomly selected, groups of legal services providers. At the moment the length of the survey is unknown. We would envisage being able to run at least some elements of the surveys together but that the level of detail that may be required would require separate samples being engaged in different parts of the survey.

We discuss sampling shortly but first let us consider the means of survey delivery.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
WHAT KINDS OF SURVEY?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Disclosing information about ethics can be sensitive and there is merit in using a web-based research tool to overcome some of the sensitivities. Web-based surveys are a relatively new, although increasingly popular, method for collecting data. Surveys can be delivered by email or via the Web. Assurances around the confidentiality of data backed by independent delivery and analysis of the survey would increase reliability and, perhaps, take up. Although it is impossible to eliminate totally the tendency for research respondents to seek to answer questions in ways which show

---

themselves in the best light, there is the potential for this method of delivery to lead to more honest answering of questions about ethicality.

There are some concerns about reliability. Participants might be tempted to respond to questions on web surveys by selecting the same response for multiple questions, or giving other ‘junk’ responses to questionnaires, in order to complete them as quickly as possible. However, there is evidence that junk responding is not particularly prevalent in online studies. It is also generally easy to detect, patterns of repetitive responding can be checked for.

A second potential reliability issue is repeat submissions. Participants might complete a survey and then try it again. Evidence suggests that it is not a prevalent problem.\(^\text{341}\) Repeat submissions can be detected by recording IP addresses of survey respondents, and cookies can be set on the participant’s computer to log whether several submissions from a given machine are being made.

A more difficult issue is the extent to which we can recruit a set of respondents who are representative of legal services fee earners. There would be some differences between online respondents and the population in general (respondents who reply within the professions might tend to be younger, for instance). Online surveys with professional target respondents tend to have low response rates. There are various things that can be done about this: keeping the survey very short by breaking it up into smaller constituent parts and targeting each bit at a random sample; ensuring easy transfer into the survey; careful framing of the survey title line; personalisation of email contact; and use of frequent reminders.\(^\text{342}\)

There is the possibility of offering incentives, cash/gift vouchers are common in certain types of survey. Allowing a survey to count towards CPD hours would be legitimate if the survey(s) constitute a valuable opportunity for self reflection. It may be possible to design feedback mechanisms which enable individuals to benchmark their own answers against the sample of responders. Compulsion has been tried elsewhere: Queensland mandates the completion of some of its ethics checks for incorporated practices.\(^\text{343}\)


\(^\text{343}\) Parker and others, cited n Error! Bookmark not defined.
Careful design of the survey including its visual presentation can also improve completion rates.\textsuperscript{344}

It might be argued that lower levels of response may not be fatal to the use of web-based surveys here. If the aim is to compare across different parts of the sector, for instance, then differences between groups established under low response conditions may still be illuminating as benchmark indicators. The data would however not be representative of the populations from which the samples were drawn.

We see advantages in a web-based approach in terms of increased disclosure of ethical concerns (the main behavioural data in the indicator) and ability to engage with vignettes (which is less easily done by way of telephone interviews, but can be done face to face by showing people the vignettes) but the level of response may militate against its representativeness. The obvious approach is to work on mechanisms for encouraging responses alongside a telephone survey with some cross testing of results. Respondents could be sent an online survey (where email addresses are available) which is then followed up by a telephone interview for non-responders.

\textbf{SAMPLING}

The brief for this research indicates a desire to develop tools capable of benchmarking legal ethics across reserved and non-reserved sectors, by authorised and non-authorised providers in the sector. Initially, however, it is recognised that there is a need to concentrate on reserved areas of activity. A limited number of areas of legal services where there are a range of different providers could be selected which are also (in part at least) reserved areas: say, from personal injury; employment; wills/probate; and, conveyancing. Sampling of either firms or individuals would take place within subject areas. As confidence in the use of the tools developed, they could be refined and rolled out to broader areas.

There are three main choices in relation to sampling: sample at the organisation (firm/chambers) level; sample individuals working within legal service organisations; or, sample organisations and then a sample of staff working within those organisations.

There are a number of reasons for preferring to sample individuals. Ethical or unethical behaviour is carried out by individuals, even if it is shaped by organisations and contexts; and it is necessary to understand both the individuals and their perceptions of their context

to understand their propensity to be ethical. Also, a number of studies have shown hierarchical and fragmented approaches to ethics within organisations problematising the idea that organisation is uniformly ethical or unethical.\textsuperscript{345} In particular, sampling organisations alone typically involves speaking to an authority figure and their view of ethics is significantly influenced by their role in the organisation.\textsuperscript{346} There is merit in building up a picture of particular organisations from individual’s accounts/data but to get a picture of legal service markets in this way can make for extremely large samples, which would have cost implications depending on the nature of the survey tool and data analysis needs in particular.

If an organisational focus was chosen then the obvious person to approach in solicitors and ABSs would be the Compliance Officer for Legal Practice, or equivalent in other forms of legal practice. Such roles will not be uniformly established across legal service providers, however, in the immediate future.

Sampling individuals poses its own problems of access. Whilst professional organisations typically have lists of their members from which it may be possible to derive contact details (albeit not always cheaply), there are a number of non-professionally qualified persons carrying out fee-earning working within such organisations who would not be apparent on such lists. Sampling strategies to overcome this problem can be devised but confidence about sampling and response bias will be significantly lower. They would involve recruiting organisations across sectors and asking them to either forward electronic surveys or provide lists so that researchers can access people direct.

Recruiting organisations for whom there are no lists will involve developing approaches to identifying those organisations. One approach is to sample from the Experian Business Database for available businesses.\textsuperscript{347} Another approach is to sample from the Claims Management Regulators database, although this has not yielded high response rates in the past.\textsuperscript{348} Other approaches involve greater reliance on convenience and snowball sampling.

Because of the problems of sampling, particularly of individuals, the most successful approach may be to sample organisations and then ask


\textsuperscript{346} Parker, cited 27.

\textsuperscript{347} IFF cited n 98.

\textsuperscript{348} Moorhead and Cumming, cited n 67.
those organisations to distribute electronic surveys within those organisations. There is a risk of accidental or deliberately selective dissemination, but controls could be designed in to address that. Working at an organisational and individual level would allow for the potential for organisational feedback and incentives to be built into computerised approaches. With the cooperation of regulators, CPD could be given for organisations that had sufficient levels of response (or for individuals, if this can be administered).

---

**FEASIBILITY STUDY FIRST**

This report reveals both the potential for, and difficulty in, examining ethical benchmarks across four dimensions, on a range of providers and in different legal service markets. A process map for the study is set out in Figure 5.

**FIGURE 5: FEASIBILITY STUDY PROCESS MAP**

The tools envisaged require development. The approaches on which they are based have been validated in other contexts, but their relationship with ethical behaviour relies largely on reported behaviour and experimental assessment of actual behaviour. To justify a fuller roll out, the evidence of the utility of ethical benchmarks needs
to be more robust. Also the weaknesses in available sampling approaches suggest difficulties currently in establishing random and representative samples of respondents who can then provide baseline data for the benchmark.

Initially, this suggests the need for a robust feasibility study which allows tools to be tested and evolved in one or two fields of practice across a range of providers. We see additional benefits in being able to work with legal service organisations in their development and for them to be able use the tools to benchmark and feedback performance against the broader group of respondents. By working closely with a smaller number of providers and testing out the approaches, the methods will become more focused, robust and workable. The feasibility study would:

- develop survey instruments for reporting perceived ethicality of behaviour in the respondents’ field; examining their perception of ethical priorities; and the relevance of context (infrastructure, incentives and culture) to the perceived ethicality;

- develop vignettes for general application across legal fields that enable the examination of recognition and resolution of ethical problems;

- test the appropriateness of web-based surveys in this context; and,

- relate the data to available information on complaints and other risk indicators where available (say from regulators and COLPs).

There is the potential to develop interactive and relatively quick tools for collecting data via electronic means which can serve both as research tools and CPD/self-development tools for practitioners.

Once the tools have been robustly designed and tested, there is the potential for regulators to significantly increase their insight into the ethical challenges facing legal practitioners. It would also, we believe, provide a pathbreaking set of tools for legal regulators worldwide.

-end-
APPENDIX A: A DRAFT DISTILLATION OF LEGAL ETHICS CONCEPTS APPLICABLE TO LEGAL SERVICES

This document sets out an initial exploration of what a distilled set of legal ethics concepts might look like. This distillation has been done for illustrative purposes only, to prompt thought and discussion. We expect some areas covered here to be subject to some controversy. We would also expect omissions to be raised and for there to be a debate about further simplification as well as alternative frameworks.

Distilling what core ethics concepts are which might be benchmarked is a difficult task. We have examined the Legal Services Act 2007 and the Codes of Conduct of the Bar and the Solicitors’ Profession as a starting point for discussion. We have sought to distil those requirements down to the core requirements, reflecting something of the emphasis apparent in the Codes. It represents an early attempt at synthesis somewhere between the principles set out in the Act and the Codes, and the more detailed rules (and outcomes) contained within those Codes.

1. Where one or more of these rules conflicts, a lawyer should be guided by the following principles in order of importance:

   1.1. The public interest in the administration of justice and the rule of law;

   1.2. The public interest; and

   1.3. The client’s best interests.

2. A lawyer will always advise and act independently of inappropriate influence

   2.1. A lawyer should avoid conflicts of interest between his/her own interests and his/her clients

   2.2. A lawyer shall advise the client on the basis of charging that is most appropriate to their needs.

   2.3. A lawyer should avoid conflicts of interest between one client and any other client

   2.4. A lawyer should not be influence in the discharge of his/her duties by anything other than his/her own professional judgment and the client’s legitimate interests.
2.5. A lawyer should avoid the perception that their professional judgment has been improperly influenced as well as the reality.

2.6. Conflicts of interest and commercial interests in the outcome of matters such as referrals and fees are permissible if the client is properly informed in advance of such interests.

3. A lawyer shall take all reasonable and lawful steps to promote the client’s interests

3.1. A lawyer shall act in the best interests of their client.

3.2. A lawyer shall protect the client’s money and assets

3.3. A lawyer and anyone they are supervising shall have sufficient time, knowledge, experience and skill to deal with the client’s problem

3.4. A lawyer shall ensure that the client knows and understands information relevant to their case

3.5. A lawyer shall ensure the client understands the advice they are given.

3.6. A lawyer shall ensure the client gives informed consent to significant decisions on their case.

3.7. A lawyer’s costs information must be as clear, as full as possible and understood by their client.

3.8. A lawyer’s advertising must be clear and honest

4. A lawyer will protect client confidentiality

4.1. A lawyer shall keep the client’s information confidential unless disclosure is required by law

4.2. A lawyer shall keep the client’s information confidential unless disclosure is permitted by law.

4.3. A lawyer shall not act for clients when to do so risks breaching the client confidentiality of other clients.

5. A lawyer will act with integrity

5.1. A lawyer shall be honest in his/her dealings with:

5.1.1. the courts,
5.1.2. clients,
5.1.3. third parties and opponents.

5.2. A lawyer shall not mislead

5.2.1. the courts,
5.2.2. clients,
5.2.3. third parties and opponents.

5.3. A lawyer shall not be complicit in their client or any other person they are associated with misleading:

5.3.1. the courts,
5.3.2. clients,
5.3.3. third parties and opponents.

5.4. A lawyer’s arguments or allegations must be supported by an appropriate level of belief in their truth, including sometimes reasonable evidence to support those beliefs.

5.5. A lawyer shall not take unfair advantage of a third party or unrepresented opponent.

5.6. A lawyer shall not discriminate in dealings with clients, colleagues or third parties.

5.7. A lawyer shall make themselves available to all clients whom they are competent to serve if they have sufficient time and funding to do so.

5.8. A lawyer shall not influence the evidence of any witness.

5.9. A lawyer must not engage in conduct in or out of work likely to diminish public confidence in the legal profession or the administration of justice or otherwise bring the legal profession into disrepute.

6. A lawyer must be appropriately accountable for his/her actions:

6.1. A lawyer must comply with professional rules.

6.2. A lawyer must comply with the requests and decisions of their regulators.

6.3. A lawyer must take personal responsibility for their own compliance with professional conduct requirements.
6.4. A lawyer must ensure any training, supervisory and/or management obligations or systems they are responsible for are effective.

6.5. A lawyer must ensure clients have appropriate mechanisms for expressing concerns about their service.

6.6. A lawyer must ensure clients understand those mechanisms.

6.7. Expressions of concern about service from clients should be dealt with in a timely, rigorous and fair manner.

6.8. A lawyer must report serious misconduct by other lawyers/regulated organisations or their employees to the appropriate bodies.

6.9. A legal services provider must have appropriate insurance to protect clients.
APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE METHOD FOR EXAMINING CAPACITY

The Defining Issues Test is a test of the ability of a respondent to recognize higher moral reasoning.349

“Mrs Bennett is 62 years old, and in the last phases of colon cancer. She is in terrible pain and asks the doctor to give her more pain-killer medicine. The doctor has given her the maximum safe dose already and is reluctant to increase the dosage because it would probably hasten her death. In a clear and rational mental state, Mrs Bennett says she realises this; but she wants to end her suffering even if it means ending her life.

Should the Doctor now give her an increased dosage?” The following reasons are then each rated between 1- Great and 5 – No:

1. Isn't the doctor obligated by the same laws as everybody else if giving an overdose would be the same as killing her?
2. Wouldn't society be better off without so many laws about what doctors can and cannot do?
3. If Mrs Bennett dies, would the doctor be legally responsible for malpractice?
4. Does the family of Mrs Bennett agree that she should get more painkilling medicine?
5. Is the painkiller medicine an active heliotropic drug?
6. Does the state have the right to force continued existence on those who don't want to live?
7. Is helping to end another's life ever a responsible act of cooperation?
8. Would the doctor show more sympathy for Mrs Bennett by giving the medicine or not?
9. Wouldn’t the doctor feel guilty from giving Mrs Bennett so much drug that she died?
10. Should only God decide when a person's life should end?
11. Shouldn’t society protect everyone against being killed?
12. Where should society draw the line between protecting life and allowing someone to die if the person wants to?

Items are then ranked first to fourth most important consideration.

349 DIT-2, Version 3.0. James Rest and Darcia Narvaez, Centre for the Study of Ethical Development, University of Minnesota, 1998
Daicoff, 1996, is an example of an approach which is somewhat analogous to Defining Issue Type tests in legal contexts.

V. You are a partner in a medium sized law firm. You learn that one of your former partners (while he was your partner) failed to file a suit within the limitations period, failed to tell the client of this “oversight,” then paid the client a sum of money and told the client that it was received in settlement from the putative defendant’s insurer.

You SHOULD (circle your choice):

1. Inform your former partner’s client of his actions, but do not report him to the grievance committee of The Florida Bar.

2. Report your partner to the grievance committee of The Florida Bar but do not report his actions to his client.

3. Report the actions of your former partner to both his client and to the grievance committee of The Florida Bar, without contacting your former partner.

4. Do nothing.

5. Talk to your former partner and urge him to “come clean” with the client (but you don’t report him to his client or to the Bar).

6. Talk to your former partner before you contact his client or the grievance committee of The Florida Bar, and give him the chance to tell his client and The Florida Bar of his actions before you do. If he does not do so, you inform the client and the grievance committee of The Florida Bar of his actions.

Rationale for your decision (circle your choice):

A. Based on what the law provides or allows.

B. Based on what the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar (the legal code of ethics) provide or allow.

C. Based on personal values and/or standards.

D. Unable to identify a specific reason and/or intuition (i.e., it feels right).
Schwarcz’s values indicator is an example of an indicator of personal values. It uses the following questions to categorise a person’s values on ten dimensions.

- **Self-Direction.** Independent thought and action; choosing, creating, exploring.
- **Stimulation.** Excitement, novelty, and challenge in life.
- **Hedonism.** Pleasure and sensuous gratification for oneself.
- **Achievement.** Personal success through demonstrating competence according to social standards.
- **Power.** Social status and prestige, control or dominance over people and resources.
- **Security.** Safety, harmony, and stability of society, of relationships, and of self.
- **Conformity.** Restraint of actions, inclinations, and impulses likely to upset or harm others and violate social expectations or norms.
- **Tradition.** Respect, commitment, and acceptance of the customs and ideas that traditional culture or religion provide the self.
- **Benevolence.** Preserving and enhancing the welfare of those with whom one is in frequent personal contact (the ‘in-group’).

It can be assessed using the following instrument.

**Rating your values**

- Please read through all the values first.
- Rate the values that are most important to you first and then rate those that are least important to you. Circle the relevant value.
- Then rate the remaining values that fall somewhere in between.
- Differences in the ratings should reflect differences in importance.
- **There are 31 values, please read all the values before you commence rating.**

[We excerpt only part of the instrument below]
### Values

**9. Independence (Self-reliant, self-sufficient)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**10. Obedient (Dutiful, meeting obligations)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**11. Social Order (Stability of society)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**12. Accepting my portion of life (submitting to life's circumstances)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**13. Wisdom (A mature understanding of life)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**14. Respect for Tradition (Preservation of time honoured customs)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**15. National Security (Protection of my nation from enemies)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**16. Family Security (Safety of loved ones)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Irrelevant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX D: EXAMPLE METHOD FOR EXAMINING CONTEXT

An example of an instrument looking at context in the legal sphere is the Ethical (culture) Questions from the Queensland Workplace Ethics Culture Check.\(^{350}\)

Tick all that apply:

- My firm provides in-house training about ethical issues that may arise in practice
- My firm has intranet resources to support ethical practice
- My firm has staff/consultants whose role is to support ethical practice
- My firm expects all staff to alert others to ethical issues whenever they see them arising
- My firm deals quickly with ethical issues that arise
- My firm is continually evolving better ways to support staff to act ethically
- My firm encourages and financially supports staff to attend external learning opportunities about ethical issues
- My firm’s induction training for new staff includes substantial training on ethical issues
  (Please comment further if you wish)

To what extent do you agree with the following statements? (Strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree)

- All supervising partners within my firm encourage staff to raise any ethical issues with them
- All supervising partners within my firm see encouraging staff to raise ethical issues with them as part of their role
- Only some supervising partners see encouraging staff to raise ethical issues as part of the management role

• Supervising partners encourage staff to raise ethical issues with them only when it is part of their personal management style

• The firm has a system for staff to raise ethical issues independently of supervising partners (Please provide any additional comments you may wish to make)

What would happen if a staff member raised concerns about being asked to do something they perceived as ethically questionable? Please tick your agreement or disagreement with the following options. (Strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, strongly disagree)

• Their actions in raising the issue would be appreciated by our firm

• The staff member would experience adverse consequences

• Our firm would use their actions as an example for other staff of what not to do

• The issue would be ignored and not dealt with in an appropriate manner

• They would be told that such issues should not concern them

• Our firm would regard them as someone who can be trusted

• Our firm would be cautious about trusting anyone who raises such issues

• Their reasons and personal motives for raising issues would be questioned

• Our firm would demonstrate its endorsement of their actions by asking them to contribute to staff training in raising ethical issues

• They would suffer reprisal

(Please provide any additional comment you may wish to make)

Does your firm use any of the following mechanisms to address ethical concerns of legal practitioners/staff members? (Please tick all that apply)

• Designated ethics partner/solicitor
• Ethics Committee
• Written policy encouraging reporting of misconduct
• Scheduled in-house meetings
• An in-house ethics hotline
• I don’t know
• Other (please specify)

If your firm offers an in-house ethics training program for staff, how often does that training occur?

(At least once a month; At least quarterly; At least half yearly; At least annually; More than annually; Never; My firm does not have an in-house ethics training program)

(Please comment on whether this training if offered is offered to all staff, or to professional staff only)

Does your firm have an internal discipline process for staff who engage in unethical conduct?

(Yes; No; I don’t know)

Are you aware of anyone in your firm having been disciplined for unethical conduct in the last 5 years? (Yes; No)

Does your firm measure performance by any of the following indicators? (Please tick all that apply)

• Number of pro-bono hours worked;
• The ethical reputation of the fee earner
• The amount of supervisory work undertaken
• The level of the fee earner's diligence and competence
• The amount billed by the fee earner
• Client feedback
• I don’t know
• Other (please specify)
Which of the following BEST describes the morale among employees at your firm?

(Excellent; Good; Average; Poor; Very Poor)

(Tick all that apply:)

- I am treated with respect and courtesy in my firm
- I am able to openly discuss pay and conditions
- My personal goals fit well with the firm’s goals
- I am able to express honest opinions on issues that may have serious consequences even if others disagree
- I am treated fairly, in a consistent and predictable fashion
- I am able to raise ethical issues in confidence
- I can talk with others in my firm about the ethical bases of decisions we make or actions we take
- I think about the ethics involved before making a decision or taking action (eg is it honest, am I breaching trust etc)
- I am able to discuss ethically complex dimensions of my work with partners/senior members of the firm
- I know how to deal with ethical dilemmas that arise
- When a conflict arises I know that I will not be under pressure to put the firm’s interests ahead of the client’s
- I try to act in the best interests of consumers of professional legal services
- If I raise concerns they are given consideration
- I am helped to recognize when ethical dilemmas emerge
- I know where to turn to for ethical advice in my firm
• I know who can make a decision on the best course of action if an ethical issue arises for me in my work
• In our firm we try to do the right thing
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